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PREFACE 

The UN celebrated its 40th birthday on 24 October, 

1985. To use the word 'celebrated~ perhaps,is not 

appropriate because the achievements of the past four 

decades have not approximated the expectations of 1945 

and because the future, in this respect, is less than 

encouraging. During these forty y~s the UN structura

lly and functionally has had to face many a crisis. At 

about the time of its 40tb anniversary its future was 

once again in jeopaJ:dy with the US and its allies making 

threatEDing noises. It spawned fears of a crisis worse 

than the bad experience of the early 60s. The 40th 

birthday itself was marred by the us threat to quit and 

its stubbornness to .compromise on a resolution on Pales

tine in the Final Consensus Declaration. 

Neither has the sailing been smooth for the 

Specialized Agencies, most of which compl~ted 40 yeaT:s 

of functioning at around the same time as the UN ... \nxiety, 

tension and gloom have shadowed almost fiNery passing year 

with the realisation of their constitutional ideals 

still a renote dream. A year prior to the 40th birth~ 

of UNESCO, the us had withdrawn and cut off about 25% 

of the funds thereby putting tremen<X>us financial pressure 
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on the agency. The UNESCO is not an isolated case. As 

a matter of fact in the post 80s the whole UN system has 

been under attack from a fe~ Western countries. The us 

and its faithful allies have expressed dissatisfaction 

with the work of a number of Specialized A,geo:::ies. Not 

long ago the us threatened to serve notice on WHO, if 

it did not change its policies and progranunes. 

However~ in the face of crises the UN and Specia

lized Agencies have shown an amazing capacity for survival. 

In the words of T.v.sathyamurthy: 

In contrast to the League Systsn,howarer, 
the UN Systsn, despite its numerous handi
caps. uneveo record and its complex orga
nisation has deDOnstrated its capacity to 

·survive •••• • · 

The budding UN crisis appears to have been nipped with 

some structural changes that seem to have satisfied. the 

us. Wheo the us withdrew from the ILO in 1979 resulting 

in the loss of about 25% of its budget, many thought the 

agency would collapse. But not only did the ILO survive 

-----
* T.v.sathyanru.rthy, 11Twenty Years of UNESCO a An 

Interpretation ... International or__ga,nisation 
(Boston), vo1.21, no.2, 1967, p,p.614-l5. 
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but it also had the gratification of seeing the us return 

to its fold in 1980. Despite the finan:::ial constraints 

it is unlikely that the UNESCO will fold up. 'l'he UN 

System while growing like an organism has learnt to adapt 

and adjust itself to the emerging environment. If there 

is any cause for celebration it .should be for the fact 

that the UN System has surv iv eel. 

But a few questions remain to be answered. Why 

have th·e achievements of the past four .decades woefully 

fallen short of the expectations of 1945? Why have some 

·countries expressed unhappiness over the UN system ? Why 

have the same countries extended ~eats and even carried 

th.em out? Why have others been steadfast in their support? 

These are some of ·the questions this dissertation seeks 

to answer and in the process show the true nature of the 

UN System. 

A study on any diplomatic aspect carries with it 

certain inherent limitations. Despite all talk of open 

or parliamentary diplomacy the fact remains that substan

tiv e diplomacy is still con due ted in secrecy. It is only 

in behind.-the-scene nego't;iations that many of the diplo

matic techniques can be effectively employed. However. 

this secrecy results in a loss of material for the rese

arch scholar. Governments are notorious for their 
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reticence on public matters - national and international. 

What they rE!ITeal is very marginal in comparison to what 

they keep confidential• It is doubtful whether even the 

manoirs or intel:Views of diplomats who have actually 

participated in the bac&.channel talks or • participant 

obseJ:Vers• rE!ITeal the whole secret works of c:tiplomacy. 

'l'he research scbolar therefore has to mainly rely on the 

press reports and open statanents or speeches made by 

diplomatic representatives presuming that they reflect 

the inner goings-on. 

Here the author has relied both on primary and 

secondary material. 'l'he primary sources ~ e tJNESCO docu

ments -Records_, and Resolutions of the General COnf

erence, Resolutions of the Executive Board, aooual Reports 

of the Director-General and other official records. 

It may :be noted here that except for short references 

here and there, a substantive study of diplom~cy at the 

level of the Executive Board has not been made because 

of the non-availability of records of Executive Board's 

proceedings from 1946 to 1980. In so far as secondary 

sources are concerned the author has mostly gone in for 

books and articles by those who have actually been cono

emed with the inside work of the UN and UNESCO with the 

aim of getting a better insight into secret negotiations. 
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Finally the schane of developmEnt of this disser

tation which covers the post World war II period ~eds some 

explanation. As the UN System is a mamuDth network of 

organisations it is virtually impossible to cover each 

and every institution structurally and functionally. A 

selective s~udy is therefore imperative. In Section I 

of Chapter I four principal organs of the UN- UNGA. 

ECOsoc. secretariat and the security Q)uncil - have 

beeri dealt with with an accent on the first three because 

of their bearing on social and economic activities. In 

so far as the specialized Agencies are concerned, three 

institutions have been selected with a view to broadly 

represent this Sub-System. The first part of Section II 

deals with the attitudes of three countries - us. USSR 

and India- towards the UN system. These three countries 

broadly represent the three worlds. This is of course 

a sweeping generalization. But oecause of space const

raints and the need to avoid unwieldiness this selective 

course has been adopted. 'l'he ~econd part keeping in view 

the diplomatic focus of the study covers some of the 

diplomatic techniques employed by member-states in pursuit 

of the~ objectives.. section III of this chapter is 

issu~oriented with each issue trying to bring out one 

or two diplomatic techniques, mentioned earlier, practised 

by member- states. 
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The second Chapter follows the lines of the 

section I of Chapter I. In this, a comprehensive study 

has bem made of UNESCO's structure and process. Chapter 

III follOWs the lines of sections ZI and IIZ of Chapter 

I. The first part of Chapter II-z deals with the att.i.

tude of the three represElltative countries noted earlier, 

towards the UNESCO at the time of its creation. Two 

more- Britain and France- have been included here 

because of their speCial interest in UNESCO. 'l'he second 

part deals with issues covering all the primary areas 

with which UNESCO is concerned with the diplomatic tech

niques discussed in Chapter I fig,uring here also. 'l'he 

areas include natural sciEOces, social sciences, cUl. ture, 

education and communication. In view of the highly con

flictive nature of communication greater attention has 

been given to it with a coverage of up-to-date develop.. 

ments. The fourth Chapter includes 1:he author• s evalua

tion and conclusion. 



ChaJ?ter- I 

'l'HE UN SYSTEM AS AN INS'l'RUMEN'l' OF DIPLOMACY 

Int~national organisations. altho~gh established 

to promote the larger interests of the world community 

in the areas of maintEnance of int~national peace and 

security and promotion of general welf~e. have emerged 

as :important instruments of national diplomacy. DefiniUJ 

international organisations in t~ms of their intended 

purposes, th~ are generally established to accomplish 

all or some of the following objectives; 

(l) RegUlation of international relations 
prJrnar ily through techniques of peaceful 
settlement of disputes aRDng nati(:)n
states. 

(2) Minimization or. at least, control of 
international conflict and war. 

(3) Pxt>motion of cooperation, developmental 
activities among nation-states for the 
aocial and economic benefit of certain 
regions or of humankind in general. 

( 4) Collective defense of a group of nation 
states against extexnal threat.(!) 

~n short international organisations profess to maintain 

international peace and security and provide for the 

-----------------
l Couloumbis and w:>lfe. !.,ntroduction to International 

BE...lstions ; P2!!!£ and Justice (New Delhi. 1986) • 
p.276. 
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well-being of humanity. But in reality. history shows 

that member-states have used international organisations 
. ' 

first and foremost as instruments to prese%\Te and promote 

their national interests. Consequently the interests of 

the larger whole have been either neglected or assigned 

·only secondary importance. Joseph Frankel notesa 

International organisations senr e in 
the first instance not the purposes of 
larger co.mmunities· desirous of incorp.. 
orating the individual states. but on 
the contrary, the purposes of the 
member-states. ( 2) 

For instance, Britain perceived the Holy Alliance, 

formed cifter the Napoleonic wars, as a mechanism to pre

serve the status quo of 1815 and preclude France from 

producing another Napoleon; its interests ... however. clashed 

with that of the other great EUropean power, Russia, who 

perceived it as an instrument to interfere in the affairs 

of others aJld gain infJ.uea::e in the European theatre of 

politics. A similar divergEilce of interests prevailed 

between two key European powers during the functioning of 

------------------
2 Quoted in Houshang Ameri. Politics an_g. Process 

ip the SR§SiaJ.izeg A9EilC ie§ of the united Nation.§. 
(Alder shot, 1982). p.l9. 
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the League of Nations. While France perce'*-ved the League 

primarily as an instrument to keep Germany permanently 

disabled, and enable itself to emerge as the strongest 

power in EUrope, Britain saw no harm in granting some capa

bility to Germany, if only to restrain the ambitions of 

France. The chief purpose of Britain, therefore, was to 

frustrate the ambitious. designs of France and broadly 
.. 3 

preserve the European balance of power. 

The United Nations, l:x>rn soon after world war II, 

was originally cone eiv ed as an • extension of war- time 

alliance• and a mechanism through which the big powers 

would 'police• the whole world as its guardians. These 

grand hopes were, however, dashed whEn the sinmering 

tensions between East and West broke out into the Cold 

War. Apparent allies tumed into enemies. Cooperation 

turned into conflict. Mutual distrust, tension and 

hatred developed as the two sides perceived each other 

as conspiring to overthrow the status-quo of 1945. The 

chief foreign policy goal of us and USSR, the two most 

pew erful nations at that time, in view of the dev as tat

ion of Europe, was to counteract each other• s perceived 

------------------
3 Hans J.Morgantbau, Politics ~ng Nations a The 

Struggle ~_E2wer and PeaceCalcutta, 1972), 
pp.436-450. 
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expaJ>.sionist desig-ns. Inevitably the UN came to figure 

as an instrument in their foreign policy calculations. 

For about a decade the UN was predominantly a scene of 

Cold war confrontation between the two superpowers. Subs&o 

quently with the adVent of new nations the focus mainly 

shifted to North-South issues with the soviet Union • 

often supporting the South. 

I 

Lega1 and Organisational Fr~ 
work for Diplomacy 

1. The United Nations -
(1) The United Nations General Assembly: 

The United Nations General Assembly ( UNGA) is a 

plenary body· It •may discuss any questions or any 

matters• within the scope of the UN Charter, with the 

only exception that it is not supposed to make reconunen

dations with regard to any • dispute or situation• under 

active consideration of the Security council. This means 

that the UNGA represents the 'will' of the whole UN 

fystem. It is not only concerned with political issues 

but alSO with the formulation of social and economic. 

policy and the creation of new mechanisms or projects. 
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After debate and discussion. decisions are taken 

either on the basis of consensus or voting based on the 

equality principle of one nation - one vote. While 

simple resolutions need a simple majority of manbers 

presEtlt and voting to be passed~ substantive ones require 

a two-thirds majority of members present and voting. The 

political process is governed by rules and procedures 

and takes place under the glare of world-wide publicity. 

It is called 'parliamentary diplomacy•. Much of the 

diplomatic action takes place in the nine committees, 

two of which are procedural and the other seven substan

tive in nature~ 4 

·m view of the universality of its menbership; 

the wide scope of its agenda; its supervisory role and 

its budget,..making powers the UNGA can rightly be called 

the principal organ of UN. Its powers are. however, 

limited because its resolutions are only recommendatory. 

Its regular annual sessions begin in the third week of 

~- -
4 Procedural Committees: General Comnittee and 

the Credentials Committee. substantive committees: 
First (Disa.tmament and Related Matters); Special 
~oliticq.l committee; Second (Economic and Finan
cial) committee; Third (Social Humanitarian and 
CUltural) committee; Fourth (Decolonisation) 
Committee; Fifth (Adm~istrative and Budgetary) 
committee; S.ixth (Legal) Committee. 
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september. Special sessions or special emergency sessions 

may also be held. 

(ii) security eouncil1 

The security Council is a limited membership body 

presently composed of 15 members - 5 of whom are perma-

n ent members and the rest rotated every two years. The 

five permanent members are~ us. UK. ussR. China and France. 

This principal body is charged with primary responsibility 

for the maintenance of international peace and security. 

It can take executive action under Chapter VII of the 

Charter. In view of this cardinal and sensitive function 

the voting· pattern is unequal here. Aacording to Article 

27, while procedural matters require allY nine votes. 

substantive ones need •an affirmative vote of nine 

members incl. uding the concurring vote of the five perma

nent menbers•. In other words each peJ:manent member 

enjoys a veto. An abstmtion or non-participation in 

the voting is construed as a form of concurrence. A 

country which is a member of the UN but not of th~ Council 

may take part in its discussions when the Council cc;msi

ders that that country• s interests are specially affected. 

Both menbers and no~manbers are invited to take part 

in the Council's discussions when they are parties to 

disputes being considered; in the case of a non-menber 
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the Council lays down the conditions under which it may 

participate. The council funCtions continuously • and 

rightly so, as it is concerned with the vital area of 

peace and security. 

(iii) The EConomic and SOcial Councils 

The importance assigned to the social and economic 

areas in the UN System is evident in the c;reation of 

the B::onomic and. SOcial Council ( ECOSOC) as a • principal 

organ•. A limited membership body. it functions 'under 

the authority of the General ASSembly'. It monitors and 

evaluates strategies, policieS and priorities formulated 

by the General AsSemblYI undertakes comprehensive reviews . 
of organisational activities in the UN system and reco

mmends or advises the Assembly on major policy matters. 

The Ecosoc also perfoms the major vital task of coord;L.. 

nating the maze of social and economic activities of the 

UN system to minimise duplication and overlapping. It 

operates through three plmary sessional committees which 

are the First (EConomic) Committee. the second (SOcial) 

COmmittee and the 'l'hird (Policy and .Program Coordination) 

Committee. The committee meetings are marked by debate 

and discussion followed by decision-making by consensus 

or on the basis of voting according to the principle of 
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one-nation one-vote. The decisions taken at this level 

are generally accepted at the plenary sessions which .are 

held twice a year. .tt>wever, a dissenting country may 

· contest the Committee level resolutions at the plEilary 

session. The ECOSOC is assisted in its work by a number 

of Functional COmmiSSions, Standing COmmittees and 

staiiding Expert Bodies. It'has provided for decentrali

zation by establishing five Regional Commissions on the 

recommendation of the UNGA in order • to encourage ·the 

regional sharing of experience regarding comnon problems, 

the cooperative study of regional economic issues and 

the preparation of action on the regional level • •5 Article 

63 of the Charter authorises it to enter into agreements 

with any of the Specialized Agencies subject to the 

approval of the UNGA. 

(iv) The secretariat& 

Theoretically the secretariat represents an inter

national civil service. All its members though drawn 

from national govemments, represent the UN as independent 

5 Johan Kaufman, United Nations Decision Making 
(Maryl_and, 1980}; p.59. ---:---
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. 
and impartial civil servants. The secretary-General is. 

'the Chief Adninistrative Officer• of the UN. He also 

occupies a position of primus inter-pares in relation to 

the secretariats of other agencies.· Article 99 empowers 
. 6 

the secretary-General to take up political functions. 

He is the pivot around which the whole UN Secretariat 

revolves very much like but also unlike the Pr:ime Minister 

of a parliamentary denocracy. In the execution of his 

tasks he is assisted by the Executive Office of the 

secretary General. For the sake of efficiency and coor

dination, the UN Secretariat is divided into a number of 

departments each headed by an ODder-secretary General. 

The restructuring of 1977 was all: effort by the 

developing countries to make • the system more responsive 

to the wishes of a majority of Member States especiallY 
• 

toward the goal of promoting the requirEments of the 

Declaration and PrograQille of Action for a New Interna~ 

ional Economic O~er• .. 7 

6 Article 99a 'The secretary-General may bring to 
the attention of the security COuncil any matter: 
which in his opinion may threaten the maintenaaae 
of intemational peace and secur ity•. 

7 Kaufman, n.s. p.67._ 
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The legal aJld organisational framework of Speci,.. 

alized Agencies is patterned on the UN Sub-Systen. Each 

Specialized Agency has its own constitution laying down 

its structure and functions. Three main levels may be 

identified- plenary, executive and secretariat. Given 

below are the structural organizations of three Spec1,

alized Agencies .- International Labour organization 

(ILO) , International Monetary Fund (IMF) , International 

Tei ecoumunications Union (ITU) -- each. of which represents 

a distinct category: 

Specialized Plenary EXecutive secretariat 
~gencies 

(i) ILO General Governing Director 
conference Body General 

(ii)IMF Board of Executive Managing 
~vernors Directors Director 

( ii).ITU Plenipotentiary ACiDinistra- secretary 
Conference tiv e council General 

(i) International Labour Organizations 

The General Conference is the highest policy making 

body of the ILO· It is a massive organisation, comprising 

representatives of governments, enployers and enployees 

on a 2a1al basis. The COnference discusses and debates 
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general labour and social questions and formulates policy. 

It eJ. ects the Govemin;J Body and adopts the budget. 

Voting is basei on the principle of one nation - one vote 

while reco .. mendations need only a simple majority, Conv

entions require a two-thirds majority. The Conference 

conducts business through a number of Industrial Committees 

which include representatives of all three groups. It 

meets once a year at Gene\7 a. 

The Governing Body is a limited-manbership organ, 

also based on the tripartite system of representation. A 

rather contentious election criterion is that states •of 

chief industrial importance• must be given a certain pro

portion of seats. In view of the unwieldy nature of the 

COnference, much of· the policy determination and progra

mne planning is done by the Governing Body. It elects 

the Director General; appmves the budget for adoption 

by the Confe~nce; supervises the work of the office in 

Geneva and proposes the agenda for the Conference. 

For greater efficiency and compact, the Body works thxough 

a number of tripartite-structural Committees. It usua-

lly meets twice a year. 

The secretariat, headed by the Director-General, 

works in tandem with the Governing BodY in the task of 

progranrne planning and budgeting. It frequently consults 
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governments, prepares the many meetings and undertakes 

research on labour legislation. It also .advises govern

ments on the implementation of conventions and other 

matters. 

The other agencies that may be included in the 

category of ILO are the Food and Agriculture Organiza

tion (FAO), ·t~orl·d Health "organization (·~) and Unij;ed 

Nations E:iucational, scientific and Cultural organization 

(UNESCO) • 

(11) Internatienal bt>netary Fund& 

The structure of the D1F is so marked in <tiffer

ence from the other ~pecialized Agencies that many 

scholars do not consider it as belonging to the UN system. 

This is basically due· to the fact that decision-making 

is based on the unequal principle of weighted-voting 

which giw:es the institution an•o.iigarchic• character. 

Depending on the size of contributions made to the body 

each state is allOtted a quota of votes. Within the 

Board each member has 250 votes, plus an additional vote 

for e~ery $ 100,000 of its quota. It is needless to add 

that consequently a few rich countries rule the roost. 

The Board is essentially a rubber-stamping body. 
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It meets once a year. E:Lther the Finance Minister or the 

Chairman of the central Bank of a member-state sits on 

the Board. ~st of the decisions can be reached by a 

simple majority of weighted votes. For certain type of 

votes, the voting power of each member is adjusted accord

ing to the sales of its currEncy to other members, or 

its purchases of other currmcies. 

The most powerful organ is the body called Execu

tiv e Directors. A considerable degree of powers have 

been delegated to the Directors by the Board of Governors. 

While the large subscribers automatically have Directors, 

the others are elected with some regard for the geograph

ical criterion. The Directors have the same voting power 

as their Governors plus the votes of all the countries 

which have elected then. The Executive Board fWlctions 

almost continuously and is responsible for the operations 

of the Fund throughout the year. 

The Managing Director is an extremely important 

figure with more personal influence than most of the other 

Agencies• chief officials. He assists in the powers of 

decision-making and is responsible for most of the normal 

running of the i'lla1mi and for the appointment .of staff. 
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The other global financial agencies, Intern~~ional 

Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), Intern

ational Development ASsociation (IDA) and International 

Finance Corporation (IFC), belong to the IMF category. 

(iii) International Telecommunications 
Unions 

The Plmipotentiary conference is the apex policy 

-making body of ITU. The time-gap between two meetings 

is unusually long. It meets • at least• once in five years 

to broadly decide on future policy. It is also unlike 

most assemblies of the UN systen in that it decides all 

questions by simple majority except the admission of 

new members, for which it requires a two-.thirds majority. 

It follows the equality principle of voting. 

The Administrative Council, the main Executive 

Sody, is restricted in membership. There are no consti

tutional condit:L9ns for election to this body. It is 

responsible for the running of the organization between 

meetings of the Plenipotentiary conference. It super

vises aaninistration, approves the annual budget, arran

ges conferences and assists the coordination Comnittee 

in coordinating the work of the organization. It meets 

once a year in Geneva. 

The General secretariat headed by secreta.ry-General 
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oversees all aaministrative arrangEments of ITU. It is 

responsible for relations with national administrations; 

collecting and disseminating information, including lists 

of offices and frequSlcies, preparing conferences and 

general coordination. 

The structural framework would be incomplete with

out reference to three semi.-autonomous units. First 

are the two subsidiary organs in the form of ConsUltative 

Committees- ~e International Radio Consultative Conuni,. 

ttee (CCIR) and the International Telegraph and Telephone 

COnsultative Committee (CCI~l') • Each Committee is an 

inter-governmental organization; each has a specialized 

secretariat of its own and the official in charge of 

each is elected by its own Assembly. 'l'his leads to a 

somewhat irregUlar chain of command and divided autho

rity. Private colllnercial and scientific organizations, 

as well as governments, telecommunicative administrations 

and broaacasting authorities participate on the COmmittees 

and contribute to the cost. The Plenary Assemblies of 

each Committee adopt the recommendations and texts which 

govern their own sphere of activity and lay down the 

guidelines for running the global networks in each system. 

Both have .innumer.able Specialized Committees and study 
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groups considering a whole range of technical questions, 

and both run their own laboratories. The third autono

mous body is the International FrequEilcy Registration 

Board. It also has a secretariat of its own and conti

nuously monitors the us~ of frequencies by member-states. 

The other higlll.y technical agencies that may be 

listed under this category are Intemational Civil 

Aviation organization (ICAO) , world Meteo.mlog ical 

Organization (WM:l) and Universal Postal Union (UPU). 

3. femCJBent Missions and Diplomats 

Pemanent missions which have E!rTolved over the 

years are now an accepted part of the UN Systan. They 

form the link between the various organs or agencies and 

member-governments; serve as continuous channels of 

contact; formulate national policy in t:imes of energEilcy 

and perform the function of informatio.n collection and 

"Deporting, thereby serving as counsels for home-govern

ments. In short they perform the same functions, thc:lugb 

complex, ~as are performed by a traditional diplomat accre

dited to a national government. 

A notable feature of some of the PeJ:manent Missions 
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of the UN .is that they usually comprise a good number 

of experts, special.ists and technic.ians in social and 

economic affairs, which constitute the bulk of the UN 

agenda. The traditional diplomat- one schooled in 

arts and letters, the general.ist - can no longer cope 

with many of these issues without competent and h.ighly 

trained experts. The spec.ialists provide the knowledge 

needed to fathom the complex.ities of internat.ional 

finance and trade, water pollution, air safety, allo

cation of broadcast frequencies, nuclear waste d.isposal 

and a multitude of other issues. They either serve as 

members of diplomatic teams or as primary negotiators. 

:In the first capacity they sen-e as advisor.s or function 

as principals in subsidiary lEWels of diplomatic forums 

like :International conference Committees. :In the second 

capacity they ~ssume a central role in negotiations on 

technical mattees. 

'l'he presence of specialists in d:.Lplomatic teams 

is more marked in the case of Specialized Agencies 

which deal with subjects such as child welfare, crop 

generic resources, crystallography, health, comlll.lllicat

ion, civil aviation, education and labour. Q.:ms~uently 

doctors, intellectuals, technicians, labour leaders, 
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industrialists • economists and scientists throng the 

meetings of Specialized Agencies. It is only these 

knowledgeable specialists who can effectively tackle 

technical. often esoteric issues. The diplomatic need 

is met either by having specialists in the professional 

diplanatic service or by appointing experts to specific 

diplomatic assignments. 

II 

(i) United st,a:Ees 

The us emerged as a global power at the end of 

World War II. Its recognition as a great power was 

erident in the principal role it plaYed in the creation 

of the UN and the veto power it enjoys as a permanent 

member of the Security Council. With the outbreak of 

hostilities between the us and USSR the UN tumed into 

an important instrument in the us policy of combating 

communism and expanding capitaliSm. In this regard the 

UN could provide legitimacy for us foreign policy and 
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actions. The us objective was also to use the UN as a 

dumping ground for issues it could not resolve directly . 
or on which it was neutra~ party and did not wish to 

antagonise either of the parties. 

The us policy of containmmt of comia.Ulism and 

promotion of· capitalism operated at both levels of the 

UN System - UN and the Specialized Agmcies. In the 

UN where the main focus was on smsitive political isSues 

the going was tough for us as the soviet Union held the 

power of veto. But in the Speci.alized Agmcies which 

dealt with econoinic and social activities it exercised 

considerable leverage. It either had complete contxol 

over the agency by virtue of its financial contribution 

or was in a position to take favourable decisions provi

ded it had majority support. 

The Specialized Agmcies occupied an important 

place iri the us strategy of presez:v ing and promoting 

capitalist values. They were needed to secure legitimacy 

for free enterprise so that the countless private 

business mterprises of the us could have free access 

to markets in the fields of food, health., in·fomation 1 

technology, etc. This was essential for not only pre

sewing American monopoly and economic superiority by 
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creating dependencies but also for expanding us influ

ence. In resolving all social and economic problems, 

the us policy was to stress on the ~arket philosophy• 

approach. Briefly, the us objective was to use Specia

lized ~enc"ies as vehicles to export • free societies• 

and the American • way of life' to the rest of the world. 

By moulding the social and economic life of many peoples 

of the world in the capitalist framework, the us hope 

to eventually achiwe political penetration. 

The answer to the initial us euphoria lies in the 

fact that it had a majority of the"member-states on its 

side. consequently in all those forums where the- equality 

principle of voting prevailed, the us out.-voted the· USSR. 

Sometimes it even managed to circullll7ent the Russian veto 

in taking crucial decisions. But with the arrival of 

new Asian and African states in large numbers whose int

erests and goals contradicted those of the us, disillu

sionment slowly crept in. Its influence waned as it 

got increasingly subjected to the • tyranny of the majo

rity• • It was not long before it announced that it would 

not support a system that did not subserve its national 

interests. 
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( 11) soviet Union: 

The us enthusiasm in the early period logically 

meant a depressing time for the soviet Union. I-solated 

it suffered from a minority complex and exhibited a dis

dain for majoritarianism that is characteristic of per

manent minorities •. Its behav io~ was marked by deep 

suspJ.cion and distrust of almost areryone including the 

secretary..General. Oil cold war issues J.t was frequEntly 

driven to the wall. and could save itself only by resort

ing to the veto. It walked out 1n 1950 but returned 

shortly when the KOrean crisis demonstrated that its 

absence would only be counter-productive to its interests. 

It howarer continued to clutch the veto power in the 

security Council as a shield for defending its interests 

agaJ.nst the hostile capitalist dominated ·coalition. The 

only other use that the UN had for the soviet Union was 

for propaganda purposes. In the words of Robert Wesson: 
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Almost the only positive utility the 
RusS ian saw in the united Nations was 
as a rostrum from which to shout their 
message to the world. 'l'hey sought to 
promote and identify themselves with 
various virtuous causes. such as oppo
sition to the Franco government# to 
south African racial policies and to 
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colonial empires and the manner of 
their liquidation.(8) 
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The soviet fortunes, however, underwent a change· 

with the dramatic increase in the size of the United 

Nations. The presence of a phenomenal number of new 

nations, some neutral, some with pronounced leftists 

tendencies enabled Russia to shed its minority complex 

and breath more.freely. It happily lEnt its support to 

the causes of new nations· and gleefUlly watched them 

turn the tables against the us in the event of majority 

voting. It was now the turn of the us to increasingly 

cast the veto to protect itself against the Third World 

- USSR offensive. As the soviet policy becaJDe more and 

m?re·cooperative, if not wholly positive, that of the 

us turned proportionately negative. 

Insofar as the Specialized Agencies were concerned, 

initialiy they virtually did not exist for the Soviet 

Union. One reason ironic as it may seem, ooUld be that 

the Soviet Union perceived international organizations -- -
8 Robert Wesson, •The tlni ted Nations in the world 

outlook of the .soviet Union and of the United. 
States•, in Rubinstein and Ginsburgs, eds., 
soviet and American Policies in the United 
Natl'Ori!. (Ne;-iork, 1971) , p.s. --
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purely from the po.int of their inmediate relevance to 

peace an4 security and therefore had no use for Speci

alized Agencies that only indirectly dealt with this 

purpose. Another reason ooUl d be that the Russians found 

1 t point! ess to join bodies that were wholly dominated 

by capitalists and their •lackeys .. and were content to 

subject them to verbal irivectives f.com outside. With the 

death of Stalin and advent of Khrushchev in 1953, howe

ver, the Soviet attitude underWent a marked change. The 

change in· attitude is largely attributable to Khrushcher' s 

strategy of • peaceful co existenc e• .or detente. netente, 

while signifying the acceptance of a military stalanate 

in the East- west confrci>ntation, shifted the focus of 

struggle against capitalism to the economic, cultural, 

science and technology fields. Viewed in the context 

of detente, the Specialized Agencies dealing as they were 

with social and economic areas, served as useful forums 

to wage a peaceful struggle agains~ capitalism and prom:>te 

socialism. The strategy of detente included the winniDJ 

of allies from among the new nations. Intemational 

gathering afforded good opportuni t1 es to rope 1n the new 

nations. 

(iii) I ndia1 

India's wholehearted support to the UN Systen was 

governed by three broad objectives' peace, disarmament 
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and ecx;,nomic developmmt. As a former colony it had 

inherited a ruined economy at the time of its independen:::e. 

A host of formidable social and economic problems like . 
poverty* illiteracy, food shortage, etc. confronted it. 

Its immediate task was to tackle these probl~ and reha

bilitate its impoverished economy. But the road to 

national development was far from a straight and easy. 

For it either lacked the resources or the technology to 

tap them. Foreign aid therefore became imperative. There 

were only tWo channels available- bilater~ and multi

lateral. since the former oftm meant a subjection to 

new fo.ons of colonialism, it came to rely increasingly 

on the UN System to realise its national aspirations 

without sacrificing much of its hard won independence. 

Though its immediate objective was to squeeze out maximum 

developmEiltal aid from the mul tilClteral bodies, its 

eventual goal was to bring about a global redistribution 

of economic resources. It legitimized its claims by 

referring to Articles 55· and 56 of the UN Charter and 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.9 It is evident 

9 AJ:""ticle 5Sa • With a view to the creation of condi
tions of stal:>ility and well-being which are nece
ssary for peacefUl and friendly relations aJDong 
nat:l.ons based on resp~t fer the principle of 
equal rights and self-determination of peoples, 
the United Nations shall promote~ (fjn.cont ••• njpage) 
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that its enthusiastic support to the UN Systan was for 

reasons that were wholly contradictory to those of the 

\\'estern capitalist countries, who were reactionary and 

bent upon preserving the status quo. This inevitably 

triggered off an acrimonious diplomatic bat:tle. 

The stress on economic developnESlt, howe.rer, did 

not mean that l:ndia did not have any political stakes. 

Peace and disarmament were essential pre-requisites for 

economic development. Its crusade against racialism, 

colonialism and imperialism and the struggle for bwnan 

rights sprang· not only from its own sufferings as a 

colony, but also from a conviction that these obnoxious 

phenomena were a threat to peace anywhere in the world. 

------
(Pre.rious f/n. continues) 

a) higher standards of living, full employment, 
and conditions of economic and social progress 
and developnent; b) solutions· of international 
economic, social, health and related problems; 
and international cultural aPd educational coop.. 
eration; and c) universal respect for, and obser
vance of human rights and fundamental freedoms 
for all without distinction as to race, sex, lang
uage, or religion • • 
Article 56: •All Members· pledge themselves to take 
joint and separate action in cooperation with the 
Organisation for the achievement of the purposes 
set forth in Ji.t'ticle 55 1 

• 'l'he Universal Declarat.ion 
Rights was adopted on lO December, 1948 by the 
General Assanbly by 48 vot;es to none, with a absten.. 
tions. Despite the legal uncertainities of the 
Declaration the UN is committed to implanenting 
;t. 
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Morwver as a large and independent-minded coWltry 

among the Third world .India saw the UN as offering ample 

opportunities for an active and constructive role in 

international politics. With its nonaligned status and 

decision, •to judge issues on their merits• India sought 

to increasingly play the role of a mediator or concilia

tor and thereby expand its influence as an independent 

power in the comity of nations. The prerailing political 

environment and the inal:>ility of the two super powers 

to take effective decisions, along with the diplomatic 

value attached to credible third parties, enabled India 

especially in the early 50s to frequently assume the 

al:>ove roles and produce credita):)le results. 

Pmpaganda may be defined • as a process involving 

a coimtunicator whose intention is to change the attitudes, 

opinions and behaviour of a target population using 

spoken, written and behaviourial symbols and employing 

media such as books, pamphlets, films, lectures and so 

forth' •10 It is an important technique in the diplomatic 

10 COuloumbis and Wolfe, n.l, p.la2. 
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pouches of nations. Debates and sol am speeches, in 

UN forums~ under the full glare of world-wide publicity 

by delegates or heads of government or state, though 

hardly contributing to the effecting of agreements 

through compromise, accommodation or mutual give and 

take pz:ovide ample scope for propaganda. The UN serves 

th~ purpose of propaganda in the following waysa Firstly# 

it acts as a sounding board for publicising a gov ernment• s 

views or policy goals. The rhetoric may sometimes be so 

tailored as to influence a target group. secondly UN 

gathering have publicity or prestige value for a poli

tical personality who wishes to enhance his political 

standing in the eyes of his people as weil as the world. 

Tliirdly, the UN offers a forum to engage an ad.versary 

in negotiations without producing results. Finally, the 

media ae&rantages may tempt a nation to announce dramatic 

proposals before the start of negotiations under UN 

auspices so as to proj e::::t a good image of itself in the 

eyes of the world. 

ii) •carrot• and •stick"a 

Open debate or discussion or pz:opaganda constitute 

only the superficial side of parliamentary diplomacy. 

Often, there is a tendency to gloss over the substantive 
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side called • corridor diplomacy• • The adoption of a 

draft re$Qluti.on is only the culnlination of a long series 

of behind-the-scene negotiations. The venues of bac~ 

stage ne:Jotiations or informal talks or lobbying are the 

secretary-General's office, permanent missions lounges, 

corridors, bars, dining-rooms, ante-rooms, cocktail 

parties or any other meeting ground in the UN headquar

ters complex. These bac~channel. negotiations provide 

ample opportunities for the participants to employ tra

di tional techniques to win votes • 

The strong member-states with substantial economic 

or military resources at their disposal make use of 

bilateral dealings to • a.t:m-twist' or pressurize the 

weaker nations to toe their line. In other words, a 

waxning may be conv ~ed to the extEnt that natural conse

quences in the form of stoppage of bilateral aid# or 

military asSistance will follow in the event of non

compliance. If exploitive bilateral dealings do not 

already exist the rich countries may offer • carrots• in 

the fo.cn of aid (not bribe) to the poor countries so 

as to establish a linkage between bilateral and multi

lateral behaviour. Later if need be the •carrots• may 
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be converted into • sticks• to coerce the recipient nat.ipns. 

In the face of pressure, or an offer, the target nation 

may reconsider its stand carefully weighing the benefits 

and losses accruing .from these new moves. It may then 

change its decision or adhere to its original stand. 

Apart from the derel.oped powers, the more advanced am::>ng 

the dereloping or underdevelop.ing countries also use 

this te::lhnique. The Arabs for instance have often used 

their oil resources both as a •carmt• and • stick'. 

iii) MUltilateral Threats& 

A multilateral threat is a threat to the insti

tution itself. In this case a menber- state threatens to 

withdraw from an agency if the latter does not fulfill 

its demands. A member-state usually resorts to this 

extreme step only when it feels that the agency is not 

only no longer se~ing its national aspirations but also 

working in a manner detrimental to .its national .interest. 

It therefore demands changes in the institutions osteD

sibly to sez:ve the larger interests of the world. A 

member-state will be in a position to extend this threat 

and expe::lt r esuJ. ts only if it is ind.ispeilsabl e to the 

legal functioning of the organization or if .it exercises 
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a financial veto. In the former case the member state 

knows that its absence would render the institution 

untenable. l:n the Ia_tter case, the member state believes 

that the fear of financial pain will compel the agency 

to reform itself. If the organization remains in.dif£

erent to the threat or responds with changes that do 

not satisfy the threaten.ing party then the latter may 

prefer to carry out its threat. For not to make good 

on its threat would mean not only losing prestige but 

also establishing a reputation .for retreating and enc

ouraging its adversaries to • call its bluff' in future. 

iv) Filibustering: 

Filibustering is a technique that is conmonly 

practised in all democracies having parliaments. It is 

a tactic used by a member to defer or postpone consent 

to a bill under consideration through the astute use 

(or abuse) of rules and procedures. If the member suco

eeds it may e.ren resUlt in the bill dying a. natural 

death as it may no longer be relevant under changed cir

cumstances. Time is thus the essEnce of filibustering. 

At the UN a member-state may try to delay the adoption 

of a resolution on a certain issue either by prolonging 

the debate or dragging extraneous issues until the 
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the session ends .inconclusively or it may try to tie 

up the matter under consideration to another issue by 

establishing relationship between the two. In the case 

of a "tie-in" a final agreement on the former will be 

made contingent upon a decision to be arrived at on 

the latter, the time of which may or may not be specified. 

The time gained may be used by a menbef:- state to design 

new strategies or equip itself better for the next 

session. 

v) Trade-offs: 

Fred Charles Ikle says, • ••• in the United 

Nations; •• one delegate may induce another to vote for 

his favoured resolution, by promising to vote for some 

resolution favoured. by his colleague•.11 The stream of 

issues appearing on the UN agenda combined with the 

huge number of participants provide plenty of scope for 

this kind of a package-deal. The trade-off may take 

place between two individual nations or between two 

blocs. 

11 F.c.Ikl.e, H:>w Nations Ne5Jotiate (New York, 
1.964) 1 p.69. 
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vi) Legislative Manipulation' 

Manipulation of UN rules and procedures is a 

tactic typical of the UN· system. For instance if any 

of the permanent menbers feels that its opponent is 

going to cast a veto in the security council, in order 

to kill decision-making on an issue in which it is 

interested, the1 it may try to circumvent the veto 

by converting the issue from a subs tan tiv e in to a pro

cedural one as in the latter case consent of all the 

five members is not mandatory. 

The above are some of the <iiplomatic techniques 

employed by member- states in the parliamentaq p.tocess 

- OPEil and secret. A lot will depend upon the ability 

of the diplomat to skillfully use these tactics to 

realise the objectives of his government. The ON dip.. 

lomat should not only be an adept practitioner of trad

itional diplomacy but should also be a 'gifted legis

lative politician who has mastery over the rules of 

procedure relating to debate•. The chief aim here is 

to convert a national policy decision into one of 

• collective legitimisation•. The hallmark of a UN 

diplomat lies in his ability to transform an issue affect

ing the interests of his state into a UN decision with 

. the least of compromise. 
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II.l 

Issues 

1. _§Uez Canal crisis 

The suez canal crisis illustrates how the soviet 

thion activated its propaganda machinery to realise 

certain objectives. At that time the propaganda role in 

soviet foreign policy had markedly magnified. The Middle 

East crisis was triggered off by the nationalisati9n of 

the suez canal by Pr•sident Nasseer of B,;Jypt in 1956. 

Shortly Israel invaded Egypt-fOllowed closely by the 

landing of British and French troops on Egyptian soil. 

These aggressive moves deeply hurt the African and Asian 

countries. The crisis, as such presEnted a meaty opp.. 

ortunity for the Soviet Union to Engage in cold war 

rhetoric and project itself as an ant~imperialist. 

ant:i.-colonialist and defender of national freedom. 

When the issue came up before the UN the soviet 

Union introduced two strongly worded draft resolutions 

on successive days in the security council preceded by 

long verbal tirade against Israel, France and Britain. 

soviet press statements condemning the • aggressors• and 

• imperialists• received world-wide publicity. It continued 

the propaganda offensive when the issue shifted over to 
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the UNGA. A few days later, in keeping with Khrushchev's 

open vigorous and assertive style of diplomacy, the 

soviets published a note that threatened to use force 

• to crush the aggressors and restore peac:e.... There is 

still time to use prudence to stop and prevent the 

bellicose forces frQm gaining the upper hand. n12 ~lesson 

says, •Maximum propagandistic use was made of the affair, 

both within the UN and outside it with denunciation of 

imperialism vague threats of rocket-reprisals and offers 

(made when the need had_passeCO to send volunteers to 

Egypt• •13 when a ceasefire did result newspapers in the 

Arab Middle East attributed it to the tough Soviet threat 

and expressed gratitude for the sovl.et action. The 

well-orchestrated propaganda drive of the .Soviet Union 

at the UN achieved the two-fold objective of influenciDJ 

the target-group (Afro-Asian bloc) and temporarily turn

ing the heat away from the Hungarian crisis that had 

broken out at the same time. 

The manipulation of UN ruJ.es and procedures to 

· 12 Richard Miller, Dag Hammarskjold and Crisi!_ 
Diplomsc~ (New Y~rk, 1961), p.84. 

13 Wesson, n.s, p.lS. 
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suit the interests of a member-state was most evident 

during the Laos crisis of 1959. As in most crises the 

us and USSR were pitched on . :opposite sides of the 

fEllce in the Laos crisis. While the us directly suppor-. 
ted the ruJ.ing conservative forces, the USSR indirectly 

backed the communist insurgents through Vietnam and China. 

1'he inmediate issue was the involvement of the UN in the 

crisis through the despatch of a 11fac~finding 11 sub

committee to Laos. 

When the issue came up before the security council 

a wrangle broke out over the highly technical question 

of whether setting up a subcomnittee was a procedural or 

a substantive matter. Realising that if the matter was 

assigned substantive status the soviet Union would veto 

it, Ambassador Lodge of US in introducing his draft reso

lutiOn said it was •squarely within the provisions of 

Articla 29 of the Charter•. By long standing council 

practice, items within the pu.rview of Article 29. which 

provides for establishment of .. such· subsidiary organs as 

it deems necessary;'·~'have been ·considered to be procedu

ral. This longstanding practice was however unacceptable 

to the soviet Union which had always maintained that a 

decision to establish a subcommittee for the elucidation 

of facts was a decision 11 about an investigation• and 
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therefore subject to the voting procedure that is required 

on substantive itans. This argumEJlt in ·fact received 

support from a sizeable nwnber of American specialists 

in international law. The us ~owarer with the help of 

the Secretary-Generl, Mr.Bag Hammarskjold and the Presi

dent of the Cotincil won its viewpoint. This clever 

American manoeuvre came. in for criticism from an American 

scholar who said: 

In the Laos case, .it was not merely the 
statenent (the Four-power declaration of 7 
June 1945) but the Charter itself that 
:?Uffered a setbaCk. It is not by disreg
arding the law of the Charter that the 
Security council will. promote the rule of 
law in international relations. what the 
Laos case demonstrated is the persistent 
attempt of members of tbe UN to substitute • 
rUle by majority for the rule by law.(l4) 

3. APartheid ae.§ Human Rights 

The apartheid issue received an impetus, when in 

the 50s, the UN System due to decolonisation underwent 

a dramatic .composition·al change with the advent of new 

Asian and African states. Deeply COimlitted to rooting 

out apartheid in South Africa and upholding human rights, 
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these new nations, constituting a solid and substantial 

bloc, utilized all UN forums to pile pressure on SOuth 

Africa. Following are some examplesa 

At the 1961 annual COnfereooe of the ILO, a 

resolution on the initiative of the Nigerian- government 

was adopted calling upon south Africa to withdraw from 

the ILO. south Africa, however, simply brushed aside 

the resolution. At the 1963 Conference the Africaa, 

Arab and Communist representatives all walked out in 

protest. Fearing a complete breakdown of the Confereooe • 

and in order to avoid political trouble in the long run, 

the Director-General David Morse persuaded South Africa 

- to withdraw• The apartheid regime resigned from the ILO 

in 1964. 

&7 en a highly technical body like the ITU was 

not spared. The ITU at the opening of its 1973 Pleni

potentiary Conference voted to exclude South Africa and 

Portugal because of their respective •racial and colonial 

policies• • The collective efforts of the Afro Asian bloc 

·touched a zenith, when in a sensational move in 1974 

in the UNGA, they succeeded in expelling the South ~rican 

delegation to the UN. The us which had all along been 

protecting the apartheid regime due to economic interests 
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in south Africa castigated the move as • tyranny of the 

majority•. 

The us had another bitter taste of • tyranny• when 

in the same session of the UNGA in what looked like a 

trade-off the Arab bloc passionately committed to the 

Palestinia_n cause succeeded in inviting the PLO to addr

ess and participate in the UNGA pmceedings. The next 

year was again a mom.entous one for the Arab as they 

managed to pass a highly controversial resolution in the 

UNGA that equated • Zionism' with • racialism• and in 

effect branded Israel as • racist•. The Arabs were active 

in the Specialized Agencies also. For instance, at the 

1974 General Conference of the ILO, -they passed a .resolu

tion that condemned Israel for • discrimination against 

Arab workers in occupied territories•. At the· next 

annual session, they pushed through a resolution that 

granted observer status to the PLO, over protests· from 

the us and other western COWltries. This was the imne

diate provocation for the OS to se.tVe notice to withdraw 

from the ILO if it did not shape up within two years. 

The oil crisis plaguing the world economy and the extra

ordinary economic clout that the Arabs EOjoyed at that 

time had a definite bearing on their capacity to win 
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votes. It is an open secret that the Arab bloc used its 

oil power and pet~do11ars to buildoze its way thzough. 

Despite the shower o~ brickbats from the Arabs, 

Israel.,· with the backing of us, has tenaciously clung 

ontothe UN if only to retain its legitimacy as a state. 

During the- May 1982 WHO AssEmbly an Arab effort spear

headed by CUba to susi;>end Israel's voting rights was 

dropped only in the face of a threatened walk out by 

the us. In 1985 the US again successfully scuttled 

a move by the Third WOrld to introduce a resolution on 

Palestine in the Final Consensus Declaration by stubb

ornly refusing to ·compromise. This was reported to have 

marred the 40th birthday of UN. 

4. gav elopmEn t 

i) CDF, EP'l'A- SUNFED, SPF & UNSFs 

Dissatisfied with the Bretton WOod twins, the 

• have-nots• clamoured for the- formation of a Capital 

Development FUnd (CDF) to help them build social and 

economic infrastructure. Through their numbers they 

hoped to exercise political control over the Fund unlike 

the IMF and IBRD. The developed countries who would 

be the -major contributors to such a fund, strongly 
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opposed the idea as it would.mean routing bilateral aid 

through multilateral channels thereby resulting in a 

loss of many of tOe advantages that accrue fJ:Om the 

former. 

In 19 49 India took the initiative of demanding 

the creation of a CDF. The us answer to this demand 

was the setting up of Expanded Programme of Technical 

Assistance (EPTA). However, India continued to keep the 

idea of a CDF 'alive through secretariat studies, expert 

group studies, personal investigations by the President 

of the ECOSoc, question-answer analysis and reports of 

special A~hoc COmmittees to provide material for 

thought and discussion. The us and UK, the two principle 

d1 ssenters now adopted dilatory tactics by tieing up the 

establishment of a CDF with disarmament. They argued 

that a CDF could materialise only when a decision on dis

armaJDent; -that woUld release substantial funds for 

development, took Place. 

However, in the event of the impasse over anns 

control talks, the • disaDnament argument• lost much of 

its strength. Pressure mounted on the us and UK, when 

France, USSR and Albania expressed their readiness to 
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contribute to the Fund in 1956. 'l'he Soviet move was aimed 

at winning the supi>ort ofthe poor coUntries and embarr

asSing its opponents. In 1957, in response to the Indian 

proposal for Special United Nations Fund for &:onomic 

Det elopment (SUNFED) , the US agreed to create a Special 

Projects Fund ( SPFf as an eXpansion of the existing 

EPTA or 'technical assistance in depth', while remaining 

finnly opposed on the CDF issue. It is quite likely 

that the us gave the iri'IPression that if the opposite 

side bargained further it may ha.rden its terms or even 

withdraw its proposals. Realising the importance of 

US participation in the Fund without whom it woUld be 

still-born (a two-third majority was pointless in this 

J:egard), India considered the US proposal and included 

it in its 'revised version of SUNFED, in a bid to esta

blish a link between SPF and SUNFED. The objective 

behind this changed tactic was tO have the SPF recog

nised as the first step towards the eventual foiJnation 

of SUNFEO. careful not to be trapped, the us categor.:L

cally announced that the SPF will have nothing to do 

with SUNFED. A linguistic wrangle broke out in the 

Second committee of the ECOSOC. India insisted on the 

retainence of the words, • technical assistance and 

development progranrne', as its whole strategy hinged on 
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this phrase. The us, on the other hand, insisted on the 

substitution of this phase by • technical assistance and 

development•. Finally a compromise was arrived at with 

the acceptance of • as an expansion of the existing tech

nical assistance and development activities of the UN 

and Specialized Agencies• in place of • as part of the 

technical assistance and development activities of the 

UN and Specialized Ageo::ies•. This draft resolution was 

unanimously accepted, though both sides continued to 

interpret it differently according to their needs.l5 

J:ndia criticised the report and recommendations 

of the Preparatory Com~ttee as having distorted the 

consensus resolution. No longer a member of the ECOSOC, 

it decided to take up the struggle in the General Msem-

bly in 1958. Old issues one e again came to the 

fore. India piloted a 17-power draft resolution that 

departed from the ECOSOC one and put the UN Special 

Fund (different from the SUNFED or Economic Development 

Fund,Proposed by India and the.SPF proposed by US) in 

the specific context of SUNFED. · To win its own point 

15 For a detailed study of this issue, See s.N. 
~awale, "J:ndia' s Role in the Development and 
Promotio~ of International COQperation : A Case 
Study of International Economic Diplomacy", 

. (Ph.D. thesis, SIS, Jawaharlal Nehru University, 
New Delhi, 197~ • 
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in view, the us coWltered it with a 27-power draft 

resolution. By now the us working hard behind-th&-scenes 

had managed to secure the support of some under-deweloped 

nations. India lost the diplomatic battle as its reso

lution was de£ eated. But she never gave up the idea of 

a CDF· Her persistent efforts produced a sid~ effect in 

the· form of the creation of IDA as a soft.-1 ending affi.-

liate of the IMF and IBRD in 1959. 

ii) communications & Informations 

Communications are simply the channel, or the 

medium: information is the message thatis fed into 

that medium~16 For the super powers comrwnications were 

primarily another avenue for the pursual of foreign 

policy objectives. A .race between the two for advanced 

communication ·systems was due to the perception of comm

unications as an insta:ument of propaganda and cultural 

conquest and a means of expanding their influence. 'l'he 

information transmitted through or fed into the channels 

was aimed at moulding the minds of men and guiding their 

thinking along desired lines. The potency of information 

-------------·-----
16 C.R.Irani, ;eA. critique 1 UNESCO Meddling!;• 

WOrld Focus, (New Delhi), vol.3, no.l, January 
1982, . p.28. 
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to "soften" up the minds of men made it virtually 

synonymous with power. Mr.Amadow ~1ahtar M' Bow the 

current Director General of UNESCO says that the mass 

media are increasingly turning into power, and he who 

controls the media often holds the key to. power •17 The 

importance of ~formation for the successful eff~tu

ation of foreign policy is erident in the statement of 

the former secretary of State of us, John Foster Dulles: 

If I were to be granted one point of · 
foreign policy and no other, I woUld 
make it the free flow of information. (18) 

Needless to say the perception of the developing 

countries differed. For them the media were yet ano

ther means by which thE'./ could resolve their derelop:nen

tal problems. For instance, the press, radio, films, 

TV and satellites, if. carefUlly ha4nessed, had immense 

value in combating the problem of illiteracy. The 

Indian satellite Institutional EXperiment (SI'l'E) prog

ramme conducted by India in 1975 .c eloquently dEmOnstrated 

17 Yemoshkin Grachm, New World Information Order 
2r Psychologic~rfare (Moscow, 1984) ,p.lao:-

18 Herbert Schiller, "'l'he Diplomacy of CUltural 
Domination and the Free _Flow of Information: in 
Jaswant Yadava ·.ed. , Politics of News :Third 
!1.2rld Perspeptive§ (New Delhi, 1984) , p.l:---
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the tremendous educative potential of satellite comm

unications. Using a US ATS..F satellite and conununity 

receivers. SITE broadcast television progranmes to 

hundreds of remote Indian villages previously cut off 

fran civilization. Thus the efforts of the developing 

countries to bring al:>out global redistribution of comm-

unications resources. 

The ITU initiallY followed the • first-·c~me- first

setVed' principle in the allocation of radio frequencies 

on the electro-magne:tic spectrllm. As a result the us 

and USSR as technologically advanced nations. along with 

the other western industrialized countries occupied much 

of the spectr'WD• The tumul tous revolution in the 60s in 

satellite technology added a new dimension to the 
I 

communications controversy. A struggle broke out for 
' slots in the geostationary orbit. The object of the 

developing countries ·was two-fold. Firstly, they wanted 

to replace the inequitous • first-come first-served' 

principle with the just principle of • equal accesS'. 

They argued that if the fomer principle were to remain 

they would be left with no available space in the geo

stationary orbit by the time they had developed capabi

lities. They. therefore. demanded the advance alloca

tion of slots. B;{Uatorial countries like COlumbia 
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demanded that space above the geographical territory 

of a nation upto a certain limi.t be declared part of 

its sovereign rights. secondly, the developing countries 

wanted to restructure the I'l'U so as to directly involve 

it in the administration of satellite coJl11lunications 

presently in the hands of a separate body, l:N'l'ELSA'l'. 

The aahiarement of these two objectives was important 

in the movement towards a New .International Information · 

and. communication Order. Since voting in ITU and world 

Administrative Radio COnference (WARC) held under the 

auspices of I'l'U was based on one-nation on'e-vote the 

developing countries were in a go9d position to have 

their own way. 

The us strategy of keeping ITU leashed to purely 

technical matters in a bid to perpetuate its dominance 

failed in the face of consistent pressure from the over

whelming majority of new nations. Threats of walkouts 

and financial veto could not work .here •as unlike other 

agencies where the threat of walkout and loss of finan

cial budgetary contributions serve to weaken the Third 

world position and enables the Secretariat to lobby for· 

'the western viewpoint, membership in I'l'U and signature 

to the final act protects etery country in usage of 
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. At WARc-79 the Indian proposal for advanced 

allocation of space for telecommunication was accepted 

amidst stiff opposition from the developed countries 

led by the us. The Conference also decided to hold 

a full scale planning conference in the mid-80s to guar

antee in practice equitable access to all countries of 

geo-stationary orbit. A newspaper editorial commenteda 

The success achieved by the developing 
countries towards getting a fair dist.
ribution of the radio spectrum ••• was 
only because for the first time they were 
in an overwhelming majority and for the 
most part stuck together on key issues.(20) 

iii) Health: 

The relationship between health and developnent 

is too obvious to be stressed. Suffice it to say that 

any nation genuinely interested in its economic advance

ment would assign high priority to health in its develop.. 

mental strategy. However, for an outward looking 

19 ~tr--.::i-=:o;.;:t (New Delhi) 11 December, 1979. 

20 Indian_!xpres§, 17 Dec~er, 1979. 
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capitalist country ·like us. health. apart from 

fulfilling domestic rEquirements had the purpose of 

serving foreign policy objectives like the promotion 

of •market philosophy" and creation of dependency 

relationships. Commercially there was a lot at stake 

for the multinational pharmaceuticals which thrived 

on unrestricted access ;to drug markets in the rest of 

the world. This was. howerer. resented by the • have

nota• who were governed by their own prejudices and 

pr iorities• Restriction and regulations were part of 

their developnent strategy. Their objective was not 

only to use the WHO as a means of securing technical 

assistance and financial aid to build health infrastru

cture and research facilities but also as a shield to 

protect themselves from the onslaught of westem drug 

cartels. 

At the 34th session of the w:>rld Health ASSembly 

in J:981 the developing countries antidst protests from 

the us had the WHO promulgate the International Code of 

Marketing of Breast-Milk Substitutes to curb the growing 

spread of bottle-feeding in preference to breast-feeding 

as part of its strategy for health for all by 2000 AD. 

The Code was passed by an overwhelming majority of 93 

votes in favour# 3 against and 9 abstaining. Only two 

Third World countries Bangladesh and Chad voted alonvwith 
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the US against the COde. Significantly the openin;J 

session was addressed by Mrs.Gandhi who in the course 

of her speech had pointed out that publicity by the 

drug industry (western) • make us victims of habits and 

practices which are economically wasteful or wholly 

contraX"y to good health~ 21 This code which restricted 

marketing of powdered milks by pharmaceuticals was 

the immediate provocation for us pressures against the 

WHO. The Heritage Foundation, the ultra-rightist 

-"thin&. tank", that monitors US interests in the UN 

System stated that WHO activities were a threat to the 

Free world and advised the US government to take reta

liatory action. The us has since threatened to seLVe 

notic-e of withdrawal if the WHO does not change its 

policies. 

The preceding short references to issues of 

-conflict and cooperation show how member states, indi

vidually or collectively, have used the UN system to 

further their national interests. The ideological 

divide is most <::onspicuous ·in the above conflicts. The 

capitalists have clashed with socialists. The former 

have also clashed with developing nations,· though for 

21 Times of Indis.t 7 May 1981. 
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different reasons. conse:;tuently on many occasions, 

the socialist and dEVeloping warlds have acted in 

coalition. In the following pages a case-study of 

UNESCO is made with an effort to broadly refleCt the 

process. politics, and diplomacy in the UN System. 

Cl 
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UNESCO 1 STRUCTURE AND PROCESS 

Like most other international agEDcies, the 

UNESCO too had its roots in o'der organisations. Its 

early ancestors were the International Institute for 

Intellectual Cooperation based in Paris, the League of 

Nations• committee for Intellectual COoperation and the 

International Bureau of· Education in Geneva. J:ts 

immediate precursor, however, was the COnference of 

Allied Ministers of Education (CAME) convened in November, 

1942 against the gloomy background of World war II 

raging between the so-called deRl>cratic and anti-demo

cratic forces. The CAME was the initiative of a farsigh

ted Englishmen, Mr.Butler, who realising the devastation 

already wrought by the war, planned for the material and 

spiritual reconstruction of education in the post WOrld 

war period. The caME which deliberated for nearly three 

years was followed by the London COnference jointly 

sponsored by France and Britain in November, 1945 for 

the creation of UNESCO. Earlier the San Francisco 

Conference held in April, 1945 to approve· the UN Charter 

had given prominence to cooperation in· the social and 

51 
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economic fields. 1 The first General conference of 

UNESCO took place in Novanber • 1946 at Paris, heralding 

its official establishment. It was attended by repre-

sentatives from 44 states. 

The political objective of the UNESCO is expli

citly stated at the very outset of the constitution. 

The preamble begins with the words of the former British 

Prime Minister, Clement Attlee~ •since wars begin in 

the minds of men it is in the minds of men that the 

defences of peace) must be constructed'. The defences 

of peace here refers to the education, culture and 

science. For it was widely believed that • ignorance 

of ea~h otlier• s ways and lives had led to mutual suspi

cion and mistrust• and that the terrible wars were •made 

possible by the denial of the danocratic principles of 

dignity, equality and mutual respect of men, and by 

the propagation, in their place, through ignorance and 

prejudice, of the inequality of men and. races•. 2 

---------
1 According to Article 1, para 3 of· the Charter, it 

would be one of the purposes of the United Nations 
• to achieve international cooperation in solving 
international problems of an economic, social, 
cultural or humanitarian character, and in promot-
ing and encouraging respect for human rights and 
for fundamental freedoms for all without distinc
tion as to race, sex, language or religion•. This 
is further vindicated in Article 55. 

2 PreaJnble to the Constitution of UNESCO. 
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A meeting of minds was therefore sought to be brought 

about through cooperation in the areas of culture, 

scien:::e and education. 'l'he political purpose is further 

amplified in Article I of the consti tuti.on which says: 

'l'o contribute to peace and security by 
promoting collaboration aJOOng the nations 
th.rough education, science and cUlture in 
order to further universal respect for 
justice, for the rule of law and for the 
human rights and fundamental freedoms which 
are affirmed for the peoples of the world, 
without distinction of race, sex, language 
or religion, by the Charter of the United 
Nations. 

It is thus apParent that though the immediate concern 

of UNESCO is cooperation in the fields of science# 

education and culture its ultimate objective is the 

realisation of international peace and security. 

'l'o realise the alx>v e purpose, the organisation 

through colla}:)oration with its menber states performs 

th~ following functions: (1) Ad.v ancing the mutual 

knowledge and understanding of peoples through all the 

means of masS com:nunication and obtain international 

agreanents necessary to promote the free flow of ideas 

by word and image,. {2)giving fresh impulse to popular 

education and to the spread of knowledge~ (3) furthering 

the cause of equal educational opportunity for all 

people and suggesting methods best suited to prepare the 
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the children of the world for the responsibility of 

freedom; ( 4) maintaining, increasing and diffusing 

knowledge by safeguarding the world1 s inheritance of 

books, works of art and monumEnts of history and science, 

encouraging intellectual cooperation including the 

international exchange of· persons and of publications 

and objects of artistic and scientific interest; and 

initiating ways of giving the peoples of all countries 

access to the printed and published materials produced 

3 by any of them. 

General Conference - -
The pl mary session of UNESCO is called the 

General Con£ erence. 4 It meets once in two years to 

• detennine the polici ~ and the main lines of work of the 

Organization•. Decisions are made either by consensus 

or by voting on the basis of the equality principle of 

3 Christine Arscott, •The United Nations Educational 
Scientific and CUltural Organization•, in Wortley, 
, ed •. , The UN : T~!!:§t Ten....I!s.£§. (Manchester, 
1957) # p.l90. . . 

4 Jiccording to the ,ge,Il2rt of the Director-General, 
(1984-85), the GeneraTConfermce had, as on Tlst 
December 1985, !58 voting members and two Associate 
Jl.!embers. 'l'he reduced number was the consequence 
of us, UK and Singapore withdrawing. 
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one-nation one-vote. In the case of • recommendations' 

a simple majority is sufficient while • international 

conventions• require a t~third majority for awroval 

Observer-groups, associate manbers, UN bodie~, NG0 1 s 

and non-manber states also participate in the debate and 

discussion though they have no voting powers. The 

conference elects the mEI'!lbers of the Executive Board 

and appoints the Director-General for a tEI'lur e of se1 Ell 

years on the recommendation of the Executive Board. The 

constitution provides for extraordinary sessions either 

decided by the Executive Board or on the reque~t of at 

least one-third of the meinber-states.5 

The COnference conducts most of its business 

through various Committees and Commissions. The committees 

are the credentials Committee (9 menbers) • Nominations 

Committee (heads of delegations of all voting members) • 

Legal committee (21 members), and the General Committee 

consisting of the President, Vice-President and Chaimen 

5 Upt:o now four extraordinary sessions have beEn 
held in 1948, 1953, 1973 and 1982. 
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of the Committees and Q:>mmissions of the Conf~ence. 

There are five Commissions, each dealing with a core 

area, apart from the AClninistrativ e Collin iss ion that 

includes one representative from each delegation. 

Diplomats attending the Conference are a motley 

lot. IIi tell ectuals, cultural personalities, scientists, 

journaiists as well as professional diplomats converge 

at the conference~ ,Diplomatic teams generally comprise 

a blend of professionals and specialists. If a.n acade

mician is the leader of the delegation, with professio

nals as advisors it may indicate a conciliatory posture 

by a member-state, Vice-versa may well mean a tough 

stand. In either case the purpose is to balance the 

idealism· of the latter with the realism of the fonner. 

Governments fear that specialists in their zeal for· 

international cooperation may exceed their directive 

and compromise on national interests. sometimes, ironi

cally, . there is a rerersal of mles with the professionAlS 

feeling that the specialists are taking too rigid a 

stand. Not few west em journalists have accused their 

governments of acquiesing to resolutions that were ini

mical to press freect>m and cons~ently bartering away 

their interests. ·w-riting about the 20th General conference 
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in 1978, Mankekar notesj 

the mediamED (Wes-t;ern, particularly M\erican) 
appear to be ~st dogmatic and obdurate in 
their opposition and hostilities••• in 
contrast the us governmental representatives 
involved in the debate seemed more flexible 
and accomnodating in their attitude •••• (6) 

The conference is usually a scene of intense 

diplomatic activity. It is a huge gathering, much 

bigger than the UNGA, as many Non-governmental Organi

zations (NGOs) and interested bodies participate in the 

debate and discusSion. A lot of time is consumed by 

the opening speeches of member-states in the glare of 

publicity. Though these public statements hardly 

contribute to effective diplomacy, they are given an 

attentive ear as they usually reflect the policies of 

a member-states, towards current issues or the UNESCO 

in gener al• The Director-General, especially pays 

great heed to the-speeches of those powers who substan

tially fund the organisation as their attitude to a 

large extent will determine the budget and prQgramme 

planning. 

6 D.R.Mankekar, Whose Freedom 1 Whose order1 A 
Plea for a Newinternadonal Informationorder 
by the Third t\t)rld (New Delhi, 1981), p.120. 
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The budget is invariably an issue of avid discu

ssion. debate and controversy. while the developed 

countries, who contribute fat sums strongly resist 

budgetary expansion. the developing countri~~ry hard 

to increase the budget so as to match the growing acti-, 

vities of UNEsco. Another issue of primary interest to 

member-states ·is the election of members to the Executive 

Board. The conference also becomes a diplomatic beehive. 

when highly controvers$,al issues come up for discussion. 

or whm a crisis detelops as it happmed when us 

announced its decision to withdraw. It is to be noted 

that diplomacy at the Conference levei is characterised 

by bloc-politics though it is difficUlt to rigidly 

categorise the lobbying groups. 

!!.!£UtiV e Bo a,I' d 

The Executive Board is a limited-membership body. 

presently made up of 51 members elected by the General 

conference for a term of four years, with one-third 

retiring etery two years. The constitution states that 

the COnference should elect those persons who have 

distinguished themselves in the fields of arts, humani

ties. the secvices, education and diffusion of ideas 

and qualified by their experience and capacity to fulfil 

the adninistrative and executive duties of the Board. 
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Archibald Macleish, Librarian of the us Congress and 

UNESCO representative, in 1951 had said that UNESCO 

held • the responsibility for civilisation itself and 

hence that its.Executive Board members shoUld sexve as 

• individual human beings'- rather than an instruments 

within a split world' • 7 .Initially mEmbers sat on the 

Board in their individual- CaPCicities and not as repre

sentatives of their respective governments. Howe.rer, in 

1954, on account of pressure from the us- the constitution 
I 

was amended so as to make the members, represent their 

governments also. T.N.Kaul, India's former Permanent 

Ambassa<X>r to UNESCO, says that the present situation 

is quite anomalous as the members wear three caps simul

taneously representing: 1) the General conference of all 

the member states which elect them; 2) their respective 

governments who nominate them for election and 3) their 

individual selves as eminent people in various fields.8 

-~--------------

7 James P .Sewell, UNESCO and World Politics 1 
Dl,aging in J:nterns:!:J.Onal Relations (Princeton, 
1 5) # p.l69. 

8 T.N.Kaul, •UNESCO' PJ:Oblems and Prospects .. , 
India Quarter!z (New Delhi), April-June 1985, 
p.2oo. . · 

. - ' 
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While electing members, the geographical and 
• 

cultural criterion is also taken into consideration. m 

this connection, six general groups have been identified. 

They are: (l) Western countries {2) socialist countries 

in Eastem- Europe ( 3) Latin American and Caribbean 

countries (~ Asia-Pacific states (5) African states and 

( 6) Arab countr1es.9 A quota of seats is thus fixed for 

each group on the Executive Board. Atmong the developiD;J 

countries .mdia holds the unique distinction of having 

ratained its seat er er sine e the inception of the 

UNESCX>. Members of the Board are called Permanent 

Representatives and stay at the PeJJnanent Miss ions in 

Geneva. 

The Board performs both advisory and supervisory 

functions. It advises the Conference on all important 

policy decisions and supervises the execution or imple

mentation of programmes by the Secretariat. It also 

recommends the adnission of new manbers tp the Organization 

and the appointment of the Director-General. The Board's 

regular sessions are held at least twice a year. There 

is provision for special sessions also. 

-----------------
9 Ibid., P•l98. 
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i'he Executive Board works through its five pe.tl'Da

nent subsidiary bodies. The ~rogra.mme and External 

Relations Commission and the Finance and Administrative 

Commission have all menbers of the Board as represen"t;. 

atives. i'he Committee on International NGO' s, Committee 

on Conventions and Recommendations and the Special 

COmmittees, howeTer, are restricted membership bodies. 

Ad-hoc CO.mni ttees. may also be established. In 1984, for 

instance, the Board set-up a Temporary Committee to 

. suggest reforms in the UNESCO. 

Despite the delegation of some of its powers to 

the seer etariat and its growth into an unwieldy deliber

ative body, the Executive Board still exercises consi

derable influence on the formation and execution of 

UNESCO policy. It is, therefore, not surprising that a 

seat on the Board is covered by member-states. As the 

geographical criterion restricts the number of seats 

belonging to a particular region, member-states jockey 

hard to secure a place. i'he present size of the Board, 

which is more than the size of the first General Q:>nfer

ence, is not exactly a compact one, though it is about 

three times less than the current total mEmbership. Many 

of the issues on the Board agenda are therefore thrashed , 
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out at subsidiary levels and infonnal gatherings. The 

Board has always laid emphasis on the effectivEness of 

consensus as a method of decision-making. On several 

occasions it arrived at a consensus as a result of 
• 

difficult and often protracted negotiations entailing 

concessions on all sides. 

§ecretariaj: 

'l'he UNESCO secretariat is a massive and complex 

organisation comprising about 4 ,ooo Employees both at 

the Centrall. and Regional lev els• It is headed by the 

Director General who is • the chief administrative officer 

of the Organization• • The Director-General, now wields 

consideral:>le authority. Both personality ·and pragmatic 

factors have contributed to the investing of more ani 

more powers in the office of the Director General. It 

is he who actually performs the crucial task of programme

formulation and budget-estimation. The cont.roversy 

surrounding the current incumbent Mr.M• Bow is a measure 

of • the strategic position that this office occupies in 

the UNESCO structure• • In carrying out his work, the 

Director-General is assisted by a .Deputy Director-General 

and a number of ASSistant Directors-General. 
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'l'he Director-General is in constant interaction 

with member.:.states, Board members, advisory committees 

- ' and Non-governmental groups. He participates in various 

meetings and assembles ideas from diverse sources. In 

deciding which to support, and to what extent and which 

to oppose in the f9rmulation of programmes, he uses his 

own discretion and here it is aliOOst certain that his 

prejudices or p.roclivities will come to obtain a place 

in the draft proposals. A p.rudent Director-General 

would exercise great tact and caution in discarding or 

regarding ideas or proposals. Any scope for future 

controversy would jeopardise his position. In order to -

secure maximum support for his draft proposals, he 

consults all member-states either individually or collec

tively, soliciting their views and clarifying issues. 

'&ery member state has at least two chances to state 

its views before the _General Conference assembles. The 

.Conference, of coursei presents another chance to parti

cipate in the developnent of the UNEsOO programme, 

though important changes become increasingly difficult 

as time passes. A consensus decision r~resents a sig

nificant victory for the Director-General. However, 

he faces his most critical test of judgement •in decidiaJ 

when to insist that the General conference go further 

toward what he thinks is the ideal goal than the consensus 
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of the moment would allow• •10. 

In view of the considerable influence that the 

Secretariat exercises in policy-formulation and the 

growth of UNESCO activities, election to the top secre

tariat posts as well as appointment of staff members 

assumes significance for the member-states •. They eagerly· 

seek to put as many of their nationals as possible in 

the secretariat with the obvious purpose of influencing 

decision-making to serve national interests. This 

means that a staff member primarily acts not as an 

impartial international civil s~ant but as a national 

official representing his· country and its ideology. 

The view of tbe soviet government is • that there can be 

no such thing as ·an impartial civil servant. in this 

deeply divided world, and that the kind of political 

celibacy which the British theory of civil servant calls 

for, is in international affairs a fiction•.11 In 

practice, the Soviet Union does not appoint its nationals 

---------·---------
10 Luther E-Vans, •some MinagEment P.tOblems of UNESCO", 

InteEgati2a§! Organization, vol.l7,no.l, 1963, p.87. 
11 Dag Hanrnarskjold, "The International Civil servant 

~ Law and in Fact~ in Kay ed; , ,Ihe UN PoUtical 
Syst!m (New York, 1967), p.l42. 
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on a long term basis but rotates them et ery tM.O or 

three years thereby undermining the chances of its 

citizens developing international :l.oyaity-.:- , In so 

far as the UN is concerned, the·witch-bWlting of all 

UN employees suspected of communist links and being 

disloyal us citizens during the Me earthy era is still 

fresh in the minds of many us nationals who fear exex:

cising any objective judgement that would be contrary 

to American interests. Similar parochial attitudes 

are pretalent aoong other member- states and their natio

nals. Needless to add that this has done grave damage 

to the emergence of an intexnational civil seJ:V ice. 

The rejection o£ the French proposal to have 

voluntaJ:Y bodies or Non-governmental Organizations as 

voting members of the General Conference did not mean 

that they had no role to play in UNESCO activities. 

'l'he founding fathers realised that the nature of UNESCO 

activities was such that Non-governmental lx>dies couid 

play an important role, perhaps more significant than 

that of the govemments. It for this reason Article 7 

says that 

each merrt>er-state shall make such arrange
ments as suits its particular conditions 
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for the purpose of associating its 
principal bodies interested in educational, 
scientific amd cultural matters with the 
work of the Organization -preferably by 
the formation of a National Commission 
broadlY representative of the Government 
and such bodies. 

'l'o give effect to the above provision, almost 

all manber- states have estal:>lished National COmmissions 

through which voluntary bodies in education, culture 

and science maintain liaison with UNEsco. National 

Commission menbers are drawn from many voluntary asso

ciations and· from varied professional sectors of a 

nation• s life such as arts, humanities, natural sciEnces, 

technology, Social setVices and the media all •represen

tativ e of the national genius• • Thus, through the 

COmmission the UNESCO can reach out to the national 

communities and individual citizens. over the years 

the commissions have come to play an indi·spensable role, 

.not only as consultative, information and liaison bodies 

but also in the execution and evaluation of· UNESCO 

pro9rammes at the national and regional le'l'els. National 

COmmissions are functioniD"J actively in France, CUba, 

Morocco, India, Japan and some of the East European 

countries while their role is declinirrJ in us, UK and 

Braz1J..
12 

_::_::_dia, the National Commission for COoperation 

12 Sewell, n.6 .. P• 316. 
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with UNESCO is attached to the Ministry for Biucation. 

Its constitution makes provision for the sitting of 

members of voluntacy bodies on its five sub-Commissions. 

The Indian National Commission is playing a significant 

role in understanding and promoting the objectives of 

UNESCO among the people of India. 

Apart from national voluntacy agencies, trans

national associations of a Non-governmental character 

also maintain liaison with the UNESco.13 such NGOs 

are divided into three categories: A (COnsultative and 

Associate Relations) 1 B (Informa~on and COnsultative 

Relations) and C (Mutu'aJ. Information Relationship) • SOme 

examples area Amnesty International (B) I Inter-American 

Press Association(B) 1 International Council of Scientific 

Unions (B) 1 Inte.mational Association of Art(A) , the 

International. Political Science Association (B) , Council 

on Jewish SOcial and Economic welfare (B), World Jewish 

COngress(B), Auxobindo society (B) 1 League of Red Cl:Oss 

and Red Crescent SOcieties(B) 1 International Federation 

for Human Rights(B) and salvatiOn Army (C). 

Collaboration with these diverse kinds of NOOs 

13 According to the Repo_£s_2£_t.Q.!_Q!£ector Genersl, 
(1984-85) 1 currently there are more than 500 
NGos· associated with UNEsco. 
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provides UNESCO with a vast network of specialists 

throughout' whose aims, ideals and activities are closely 

linked with the UNESCO. 

Luther i.Vans says that 

some of the functions which the secretariat 
woUld otherv-rise perform have been delegated 
to NGO' s like the International Theatre 
Institute Internati.onal Council of Muse\Jl'lls 
~d- Intemational Music Council.(l4) 

Representatives of NGO' s- also sez:ve on a num)::)er of 

Expert A<ivisory committees and participate in the numer-

ous studies, surveys, seminars and conferences that 

UNESCO organises periodically. some of these groups 

not only present advice to the secretariat but also 

speak to the Organization on behalf of political forces 

in partJ.cular fields of work. »1 ans points out that 

when one of the Science Advisory COmrni. ttees deci~s that 

UNESCO ought to take particular actions in science, 

the 'Director-General usually takes the recommendation 

seriously, because he knows that the scientists concemed 

are likely to have enough delegate votes in the next 

General Conference to defeat him if he opposeS the 

recommEildation.15 

----------------
14 ~ans. n.s, p.S4. 

15 Ibid •• p.ss. 
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UNESCO AS A FORUM OF DIPLOMACY 

6tt1tudes of Member-States: 

1.. Jr..!S!!! 

Britain was the initiator and one of the pioneers 

of UNESCO. Its attitude was governed by the imuediate 

needs of post...w~ reconstruction of European education. 

With the horrors of Nazism and Fascism still fresh in its 

liii.nd, its specific objective was to presexve and promte 

the denvx:r a tic values of freedom and human dignity. It 

planned a new education system oriented towards danoera.cy 

with the hope of prwenting further wars. In so far as 

natural sciences were cone erned, Britain was eager to 

share the fruits of scientific cooperation, especially 

after the discovery of atomic energy. It deprecated 

american seorecy over the means to release nuclear energy. 

Non-governmental circles in Britain described the 

American nonopoly of nuclear weapons as a • scientific 

conspiracy• and urged Britain to include seienc e as a 

third dimension of UNEsCO •£or sharing the beneficent 

results of scientific discOvery• • Britain also under

lined the importa.nc e of linking· natW: al scierx: es with 

humanities so that scientists would feel that they have 

a sense of responsibility to mankind for the resu.l t of 

their labours. 
69 
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2. India 

India. • s colonial experience largely influenced 

its attitude towards UNESCO. It did not subscribe to 

the Western pe~ eption that only Nazism and Fascism were 

responsible for World War II. At the London COnference 

and subsequEnt meetings, India asserted that colonialism 

and iniperialism were also causes of the war. Consequently 

India stressed the need to re-educate the whole world 

and hot merely Germany and Italy. Implicit in this 

argument ,was the Indian view that UNESCO had an important 

role in fighting against all kind of colonialism and 

imperialism. 

With British colonialism having taken a heavy 

toll of Indfan society reducing it to poverty and illi

teracy, international cooperation in the fields of 

education, science and technology was calculated to· have 

considerable value in its task of social and economic 

reconstruction. This view was implicit in lifehru' s words: 

•uNESCX> can help in our efforts to educate our people, 

to- rouse them to life. If that succeeds we need nothing 

else•.1 Further India extended enthusiastic support as 

1 Malcolm Adiseshiah, Let MY £2un~wa)se : The 
~an Role in D~elopm_!E~ {Paris, 1970) ,p.l4. 
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she was interested in projecting her glorious and proud 

heritage to the world. In this regard UNESCO was per

ceived to be a useful vehicle in creating. a sense of 

awareness about oriental values.' 

The United States, which officially joined the 

pre-creation negotiations only in 1944, initially evin

ced keen interest in the creation of UNESCO as it was 

an opportunity to channelise aid for educational purposes 

and win allies in Europe. subsequently, howerer, it 

seemed to modify its policy; considering it •more effe

ctive to develop and execute its European aid program 

directly and bilaterally instead of channeling it through 

the rehabilitation -fund of an international organisation• •2 

But having committed itself~ it continued to support the 

ereation of UNESCO, through now, it envisaged only a 

limited role for UNESCO in education as • a clearing 

house of information'. 

CUlturally, howerer, UNESCO was important to the 

us. For by 1945, the ,cultural component in us foreign 
~ -------- '-

2 Knill de Capelio, "The creation of the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and CUltural 
()rganisation•, ,!atemational Orsanis~!:sm.· vol.24• 
no.l, 1970, pp.l2-13. 
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policy had crystallised. To effectuate the promotion 

of American culture, the issue of communication was· 

pushed to the fore. At the London conference a us 
Q 

resolution acclaimed the • paJ:e.mount importance• of the 

press, radio and cinana in spreading the knowledge and 

comoon understanding necessary for international security. 

In January 1946, William Benton, the Assistant secretary 

of State, outlined ~e governmmt• s position on the 

meaning of freedom of communicationsa 

The state Department plans to do e1 erything 
within its power along political or diplomatic 
lines to heJ.p break down the artificial barr
iers to expansion of private American nEWs 
agencies, magazines, motion pictures and 
other media of CG,mmunications throughout the 
world ••• Freedom of the press and freedom of 
exchange of info.rmation generally is an 
integral part of our foreign policy. ( 3) 

The us succeeded in establishing a legal basis for comm

unications and raising it to a position beside culture, 

science and education. With, a legal sanction, backed 

by substantial resources, the us felt .free to export 

its capitalist values. 

-----------------
3 Hemert schiller, •The Diplomacy of oil tural 

Domination and Free Flaw of Infoxmation•, in 
JCl3want Yadava, ed. , Politics of News 1 Third 
~d Perspective§. (New Delhi, 1984). p.6. 
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4. USSR -
The soviet union .never officially participated 

in the pre-establishment efforts, except as an obse.tVer. 

The active presence of a large nwnber of capitalist 

countries prompted it to look upon this emerging body 

with suspicion and distrust. Moreover, education was 

too sensitive a matter for the Russians to open-up to· 

the eyes of others. They made it clear that the USSR 

would be extremely reluctant to participate if UNESCO 

involved in the inspectdoon of schools and scrutiny ·of 

text-books as that would mean interfering in its internal 

affairs. Despite emphasis on the • clearing house• role 

of UNESCO and the inclusion of the constitutional 

provision that prohibited UNESOOtfrom interfering in 

matter which are essEntially within their (member-states) 

jurisdiction• the soviet attitude remained negative. 

When UNESCO was created, the Russians attacked it from 

outside as a body dominated by Western capitalists. They 

maintained this position until the Stalin era was over 

and Khrushcher came forward with his policy of • detmte•. 

The SOviet Union joined the UNESCO in 1954 to peacefUlly 

combat capitalism from within and promote socialism. 
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5. ,!ran::: e · 

CUltural expansion has always been an important 

facet of French foreign policy. with its military and 

economic .Pc>wer considerably weakened Md. influEnce waning 

in its colonies# France had to increasingly rely on the 

cultural strategy-to reassert its control in old areas 

and infiltrate new ones. In the creation of UNESCO. 

France, with its traditiona.I ·self image of cultural 

Universality, intellectual generation, liberalism and 

rich experience in intellectual cooperation saw an oppor

tunity to pursue French cultural policies, apart from 

sharing the benefits of educational and scientific 

exchanges. France strongly contended for the location 

of UNESCO in Paris, believing that an intemational 

cultural organisation at home with the use of French 

language would be of inmense utility· in promoting French 

culture abroad. Internally# it would provide an outlet 

for the nunerous restive artistic and intellectual gmups 

that honey.-combed French society. France had to bar~ain 

hard before it succeeded in securing the location of 

UNESCO in Paris. 

The issues discussed in the following pages try 

to bring out the diplomatic efforts made by these countries# 
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individuallY or collectively, to realise their objec

tives. 

II 

!ssues 

1. CERN and Atomic Energy 

At the end of the second world war, America held 

the monopoly in the field of nuclear science. While the 

Russians were pouring resources for research on atoms, 

Europe, due to financial bankruptcy was in no position 

to conduct research f!N en though it had competent scient-· 

ists. European scientists particularly were sore over 

their exclusion from research facilities and findings 

sitx:e the advent of war-time secrecy over means to 

release atomic energy. Turning to the UN for help# some 

scientists proposed to the Ecosoc that international 

laboratories be constructed under UN auspices. Their 

efforts bore fruit when the ECOSOC in 1950 passed a reso

lution requesting specialized Agencies to explore possi

bilities of establishipg research centres in sciences. 

Pierre Auger, a Frenchman, who headed the Department of 

National Sciences in UNESCO, then, seized the initiative. 

support from the UNESCO would give an impetus to the 

establishment of an International Research Institute 

proposed by ·European scientists. 
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At the Florence General Conference in 1950, Auger 

consulted representatives of Europeon governments and 

NGOs. since the approval of the us was important, he 

held talks with Professor Rabi, Nobel Laureate of 

COlombia University, and a manber of the us delegation, 

Professor Rabi, who genuinely desired to • preserve the 

international fellowship of science• and to • help remove 

a sense of frustration growing among scientists of 

countries which (did) not have the material means•. 4 

He responded enthusiastically and in turn held discuss

ions with fellow us delegates. He found it tough conv-

incing his colleagues, some of whom • expressed misgivings 

about left-wing European scientists•. He had to resort 

to a trade-off to finally secure th·eir assent. In 

exchange, for pennission to make a gesture of support 

for a EUropean laboratory, he agreed not to oppose them 

on the official proposal to institute cu.l tural facili

ties in west Germany, a scheme he did not like. Later1 

in the PrograJime and Budget CommisSion, the us piloted 

a draft res.olution entitled • Assistance to Research for 

the Improvement of the Living conditions of Mankind' • 

The last part was oblriously meant to allay the misgiving 

of those delegates who felt the research may forward' 

4 Laves and Thomson, UNESCO-i.....furpose, J?rogres§. 
~..E!Q.sJ2~ (London, 1958), p.l95. 
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destrUctive rather than constructive work. The Indian· 

delegate, Dr.Krishnan, suggested an amendment to read 

'Assistance to Scientific Research especially research 

for the improvement of the living conditions of mankind• 1 

so as to explicitly include the encouragemEilt of research 

in the basic sciences.5 It was accepted, followed by 

the us proposal being unailimously adopted in the Commi

ssion. The resulting a:>nference resolution authorized 

the Director-General to assist the creation of regional 

research CEntres and laboratories, though it promised 

no financial help. The UNESCO would only serve as a 

• catalyst for the science of the world' • As a follow

up; the Director-General called a European menber- states 

conference in 1951 which set up an interim council to 

carry out further work. 

» the idea of a EUropean Nuclear Research centre 

moved closer to becoming a reality, apprehensions con~ 

inued to be expressed at UNESCO forums over its actual 

purpose. .It was these misgivings that partly prompted 

India, along with France and Japan to introduce a draft 

resolution at the 1954 General COnference for the r peaceful 

· 5 Records of the General Conference P.roceedin~ 
(Florence, 1950); p. 284.- ---
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uses of atomic energy' - earlier passed by a UN Comni ttee. 

The Indian delegate Dr .Mudaliar in the course of discuss

ion in the Progranme ·and Budget Commission said; 

the Indian Government and National Comnj,.. 
ssio~ believed (sic) that the only way to 
secure peace an9. happiness in the w6rld was 
(sic) to divert the efforts and resources 
!it Fesent expanded on the production of 
armaments to the RDre humanitarian task of 
using the nomentous discoveries of atomic 
energy in the service of mankind. {6) 

The resolution adopted by the General Confererx:e 

invite(d) all members to join together in 
devoting their efforts and resources in an 
increasing measure to the utilisation of 
atomic energy. for education, science and 
cultur:e and other peaCeful purposes, with 
a view to raising the standard of life of 
the people in all parts of the world and 
especially in the underdeveloped areas.(7) 

2. B!duction of Tensions ~£2.1_8£!: 

From the beginning India maintained that UNESCO 

could not be blind to the Cold War. even though it was 
a highly political ).Jroblem; It 'pointed out that removal 

6 Records of~Gcmeral Conferezx:e Proceedings 
r.Montev l<ieo;--195.4) • P• 37a.. . . . _ ... 

R!9,~§ of the General Conference ae:121utiona 
\MontEflideo, 1954) ~ P·~· .. . 

7 
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of fear and suspicion from the minds of men was one of 

the main objectives of UNESCO and therefore well within 

its domain. Moreover the fear and suspicion character

ising the COld war, presented a serious obstacle to the 

operation of UNEsco• s activities and progranmes. It 

pleaded the reeognition of the emergence of two world 

systems and the need to bring about mutual under standi~g 

and reconciliation in order to realise lasting pe~ce. 

It fully mcouraged the undertaking of studies and hold

ing of seminars, aimed at reducing tensions. 

When the Soviet Union joined UNESCO in 1954, a 

way was opened for organised contact between the social 

sciSltists of the tw:> great power blocs. Dr.Radhakrishnan. ' 

opening the eighth General conference at MOntevideo said: 

I venture to hope 'that their (Russians) 
presEDce here will contribute towards 
dissipating the mists of misunderstanding, 
towards dissol~ing, so to speak, the 
frozen attitudes and rigid postures of 
fear, suspicion and distrust and towards 
development of world understanding, one of 
the main objectives of this great organi
sation.(S) 

India introduced a draft resolution on • peaceful co

existence• in the Advisory Committee on Progranme and 

----------~------
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Budget. It ran into rough weather as Western delegates 

felt that.the idea of •pea;:eful coexistence• rests on 

the promise that antagonism is iner itable between the 

two e::onomic systems and that it mer ely applied to a 

period of teuporary tquilibr ium between the two camps. 

The Indian resolution was therefore defeated in the 

Committee. However, feeling the ne: essity of finding a 

modus vivendi in the interests of peace In<iia held 

·informal talks with other menber states and produced 

on a::ceptable draft resolution. Introducing the joint 

draft resolution (India, US and cZechoslovakia) in the 

Programne and audf,et Comnlssion, ··.Mr.Mujeeb happily said; 

The whole world now wished to move in 
the direction of peaceful coexistEnce. The 
current session of the ConferE!IlCe, which 
was (sic) more widely representative than 
any prar~ous one, was (sic) the proper occa
sion for the adoption Qf ~h a resolution. (9) 

It was unanimously adopted. 1'he General Conference under 

the ~itle of • Social SCimce and l>roblem of .Internatio

nal understanding and·'fensions• authorised the 

Director General "to undertake· study of the means of 

pro DOting peac efui cooperation in accordance with the 

9 aecords of the General Conference f!:oceedinSUL. 
"'CM>ntevideo, 1954),. p. 430. 
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aims expressed in the UNESCO constitution•. The Direc

tor-General, consequently, consul ted NGOs in Social 

Sciences on measures to effect the resolution. UNESCO 

then collVened a number of meetings of social scientists. 

' 
The East- West project was the result of a major 

initiative by the Asian countries. India especially, 

eager to popularise its culture, repeatedly urged that 

UNESCO should help present to the Occident, the culture 

of the orient. Accordingly it played a leading role in 

securing the assEilt of the East- west project. In order 

to build up substantial world public opini.on for the 

project it organised a number of seninars and symposiums. • 

A symposium, chaired by Dr.Radhakrishnan held in New 

Delhi late in 1951 on the cone ept of man and the philo

sophies of education in East and West provided early 

impetus. Many prominent cultural personalities who 

participated evinced keen interest in Eastern cultures 

and called for the exploration and recognition of origi

nality and worth in all cultures. 

In 1954, the indian National Commission, held 

a COnference attended besides many distinguished perso

nalities by the Director-General, Luther Evans. Here 
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Maulana Azad pointed out that the East can make avail

able to the west • the abiding values o~ Eastern culture' • 

The Regional Conference of Asian National Commissions 

held in Tokyo further contributed to popularising 

oriental cultures. The approval of New Delhi as the vED.ue 

of the ninth General Conference was also' of great signi,.. 

ficance to this projeet. As the I.ndian representative, 

Mr.Mudaliar retealed at the New Delhi conference: 

One of his Governments• intentions in 
extEDdiD;J its invitation to UNESCO to 
hold the ninth session of its General 
COnference in l.ndia had been precisely 
to provide the_means for many people to 
see something of I.ndian cuJ. tural values. (10) 

Among the Western countries, France enthusiasti-

cally supported the East-West projeet. From the begin-

ning France had stressed on a large role for UNE.::iCO in 

cultural activities with commensurate funds. such an 

enpha~is was consistent with the French cuJ. tur al policy 

of using UNESCO to serve a large cultural elite in 

France. The transformation of UNESCO into a primarily 

technical assistance agency was, therefore, a major 

set-back for French cultural policy. Frarce reacted 

-----------------
10 Records of the ~eral conference (New Delhi. 

1956), p.425. 
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strongly against this trend. Professor Henri Laugier 

condemned a • policy tending to restrict general acti

vities concerned with intellectual cooperatio.n and to 

convert UNESCO into an organisation principally cone erned 

with providing experts for member-states• •11 Viewed 

against this • adverse• development the East-west project 

presented a welcome opportunity for France to pursue 

its cultural objectives through international exchanges, 

conferences, seminars, art exhibitions and stimulation 

of artistic creativity. French intellectuals eagerly 

participated in the a}:ov e- sEminars and symposiums and 

urged the UNESCO to ao::ept the project. Jean Thomas, 

the then Assistant Director-General, helped in assidu

ously cultivating the project. 

By 1956, India along with other co9Dtries had 

gamered enough support to push through the proposal. 

Under pressure of public opinion, Evans designated the 

proposal as a major project and sul::mitted it for approval 

before the 44th session of the Executive Board. 'l'he 

Indian delegate Sir Arcot L.Mudaliar, Chairman of the 

-------
11 

William Pendergast, "UNESCO and French Cultural 
Relations, 1945-70•, Intemational Organi!.Stioa, 
vol.30, no.3, surnmer-1976, p.458. 
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44th session and the French delegate, Professor Henri 

Laugier played an active role in pushing the major 
I 

pxoj ect through. The .resolution as passed by the General 

conference was entitled, •Major Project on Mutual 

Appreciation of Eastern and western CUltural Values•. 
( 

Its objective was to promote aiiX>nQ'the peoples of East 

and the west a better understanding of one another• s 

culture with a view to laying firm foundations for 

wider intemational understanding and cooperation. It 

was for ten years starting from 1 January, 1957. Follow

up action on the resolution was left to the EXecutive 

Board, Director-General and an :rntemational Advisory 

Committee. The creation of a sense of awareness about 

the greatness of the Orient followed by the execution 

of the East-\."Jest Project under UNESCO auspices marked 

a major diplomatic victory for the Asian countries, 

especially India. 

4 • £2.!!!. en tion and Recomme~.....£M 
A2ainst Discr!m!-.!!stJsLin Educatig,e 

Article 26 of the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights begins with the words, •:areryone has the right to 

educ~tion". It further states, •Education shall be 

directed to the full developnent of the human personality 

and to the strengthenin;;; of respect for human rights and 



fundamental freedoms•. Reality, however, is starkly 

contrary to this great ideal. While the affluent coun

tries enjoy a high lEl'ITel. of literacy, illiteracy and 

ignorance abouad in many of the Asian, African and 

Latin American countries. More than half of India's 

huge population is still unlettered. Racial bias and 

the inferior status of women who were denied equal 

access to education .were two other problems of education. 

Financial constraints prE-Vented UNESCO fJ:Om 

effectively tackling these formidable problems. During 

its initial years, UNESCO helped only in the realm of 

ideas leaving the implemEntation to manber-states. The 

big donors were extremely reluctant to contribute funds .,_ 

for devel.opmEiltal purposes. In 1952, Director-General 

Torres Bodet, a Mexican who nursed great hopes of 

eradicating illiteracy in the poor countries, resigned 

aver the refusal of some member- states to increase the 

budget. As more and more Asian and African countries 

flocked to the UNESCO, a feeling grew among these 1 ess 

privileged countries that UNESCO shoUld allocate more 

resou;ces to combat this grave problen. oA legal basis 

had to be found. Thus began deliberations for the 

fornulation of a dl:aft convention and Recommendations 

against Discrimination in Education. Women• s organizations 
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and other voluntary bodies actively participated in 

its shaping. For a Convention signed by their govem

ments would provide them with a lever to exert pressure 

at home. 

At the 1960 General COnference held ill PCiris, 

various member-states submitted draft amendnents on the 

reiOrt of the Special Committee of Governmental Experts 

held i.n June 1960 in Paris. In order to reconcile 

differences between member-states and the draft of the 

Special Committee, the Progranme COlmlission set up a 

~rking Party to produce an acceptable document. The 

working Party submitted a report which was discussed 

by the Pn>gramme COmmission. The amendments suggested 

by the former were incorporated by the latter. 'l'he 

draft convention, then, was apProved in its Elltirety 

by 37-0 with two abstentions, Guinea and venezuela. 

The former felt that the draft was not p:>sitive enough 

in relation to the special needs of African countries, 

while the latter expressed reseJ:Vation over Article a 

which meant that • if a given state found that discri

minatory practices of a kind anathema to it were being 

condoned in another, it could bring suit before the 

court• •12 As it suggested a foz:m of sanction, it 

------------------
12 George Shuster, .!!!i.!§CO : ~smen t and PBID!!g 

(New York, 19 63) , P• B0 • . 
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naturally aroused a feeling of uneasiness. The draft 

included provisions that reflected the experiences and 

aspirations of the free world. For instan:::e, Article 

2 justified private education anci defended the right 

of parents to choose the kind of education for their 

children. The draft on Recommendations was approved 

unanimously with one abstention. 

When the draft convention came up for final 

adoption at the thirtieth plEnary session, it encount-

ered resistance from some states. In the debate, the 

Venezuelan delegate, while generally favouring the draft, 

repeated his resez:vation over Article 8 as it meant 

that • governments will be bound to appear befoJ:e the 

court at the request of only one of the parties, 13"' and 

requested the exclusion of the words 'of any one•. The 

President acceded to this request, as he did not want 

three words to mar the passage of the convention. The 

proposal to delete the words • of anyone• was accepted 

by 24-20 with l abstention. A French proposal to insti

tute a a:mciliation and Good Offices Committee concem-

ing the application or interpretation of the convention 

13 Records of the Gener_al conference l?roceedings 
tParis, 1960), p.476. 
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was accepted. This was followed by the adoption of 

the Convention and Recommendations against Discrimi

nation in Education by the General COnference. 

5 • ~id4:.!!9 Principles on Satellite 
Broadcasting 

In the beginning the main complaint of Third 

World countries was that the Western press was creating 

a bad image by picturing than as countries of earth

quakes, coups, famines, ethnic bloodshed and other 

bizarre happenings while keeping silent on their valiant 

efforts to overcome problems like poverty, illiteracy, 

rapid population growth and the lack of investment 
I 

resources. When the comrramications rerolution broke 

out in the 60s it unleashed a phenomenal quantity of 

information. This 1 ed to a sharp conflict over the 

• free flow• of· infonnation. For the developing countries 

realised with alarm that • free flow• actually meant 

one-way and unbalanced flow of news from the developed 

to developing countries to the disadvantage and preju

dice of latter. The Direct B.tt»ad.casting satellite, 

Remote sensing satellite and computerised trans-border 

data flows, while enalJling cultural penetration of 

peoples over the heads of governn1ents, increased the 

economic and political power of countries in command of 
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these devices. They posed a grave threat to the sove

reignty of their states. Thus began the demand for a 

•free and balanced .. flow and the need to enforce regu

lations on the uncontrolled flow of information. The 

Guiding Principles on Satellite Broadcasting was the 

first step in the efforts of the. Thi.rd W'lrld working 

in tandem with the socialist countries to regulate 

information. 

In 1971, the UNGA called upon UNESCO to coordi

nate its activities with those of the COnunittee on the 

Peaceful Uses of outer Space. Subsequently the First 

Committee of the UNGA rS;):uested the Outer Space Conmi

ttee to undertake as soon as possible the elaboration 

of principles goveming the use by states of artificial 

earth satellites for direct television broadcasting 

with a view to concluding an international agreement. 

Taking this hint, the UNESCO undertook the task of 

preparing a draft Declaration of Guiding Principles. 

At the 1972, General Conference, the ASSistant 

Director General for Communications presented the 

draft Declaration to the COmmunications commission. It 

triggered off a long and heated debate and intense 

behind-the- scene negotiations. The US passionately led. 
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the fight against the draft Declaration. It argued 

that it would be many years before Direct Broadcasting 

via satellites would be operating wider conditions 

envisaged by the draft and that it would be preferable 

to await practical experience of the problems that may 

arise and that in any event there was ample time for 

further consultation to improve the text. It further 

pointed out that adequate protection was provided by 

the regulations. adopted by the world Administrative 

Radio COnference for Space Telecommunications (WARC-ST} 

under the auspices of ITU last year, tog~ther with the 

voluntary cooperative arrangEments of the Regional Unions 

of Broadcasting. 

The proponents of the draft, howe{:·er, stated that 

the matter was already urgent; that a Declaration procl

aimed at the session could always be revised if necess

ary in the light of experience and that the establishment 

of codes and principles should precede the realisation 

of the situation they were intended to cover. one dele

gate significantly drew attention to the fact that the 

delegations which were not in favour of the draft were 

the same countries which had rejected the move for 

consideration of a convention in the UN Outer Space 

Committee. 
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The soviet ·union strongly backed the draft Decla

ration as it held that no broadcast should be sent into 

a countxy without the consent of its govemment and that 

a national government should be free to use any means 

availal:>le to counteract such broadcaste. A head-on 

collision reriving the old East-West controversy, took 

place during the discussion on paragraph one of Article 

IX. Paragraph I of Article IX reads1 

In order to further the objectives set 
out in the preceding articles,- it is 
necessary that States, taking into account 
the principle of freedom of information, 
reach or promote prior agreements cone ern
ing direct satellite broadcasting to the 
population of countries other than the 
country of origin of transmission. 

The soviet Union view was that Direct satellite Broadcast-

. ing amounted to a violation of the rights of sovereign 

and independent states to devise for thanselves what 

programmes their people should be exposed to. The us 

considered the Article an infringement of the right of 

the individUal to have access to infomation and argued 

against any restrictions on the • free flow of information'. 

The former, howerer, won its point. Interestingly Frarx:e 

supported Russia on this oount. 
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Realising that it was losing the battle the 

us sought to at least defer the approval of the draft 

by raising 'legal' and •coordination• .issues. The us 

representative maintaining that certain elements of 

the Declaration carry legal implications stated that 

adoption of the draft by UNESCO without coordination 

with the Legal sub-Committee of the Outer Space COmmi

ttee wou-ld flout· the 1971 resolution of the UNGA. 

The resolution had clearly stated that UNESCO should 

coordinate its satellite broadcasting activities with 

the Legal sub-Committee. Since the Legal sub-Committee 

had adjourned its 1972 session prior tQ the preparation 

of the UNESCO draft, there had been oo chance for the 

• coordination• expressly called for by the UNGA. M;)re

over the Outer Space committee was to reconvene its 

working group on Direct Broadcast .satell.ite in June 

next year to consider recent developments in the field 

including specifically the UNESCO draft. The represent

ative therefore concluded tlult. it woUld be proper for 

the UNESCO to await comments of the Working Group as 

well as the Legal sub-COmmittee before hastily adopting 

the draft. This filibustering case, however, did not 

cut ice on the. proponents of the draft. They astu'bely 
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counter-argued by saying that the UNESCO draft woUld 

positively contribute to the deliberations of the UN 
• 

bodies. The US pmposal that a final decision on the 

draft be deferred to the next session was defeated. The 

Commission recommended its adoption at the current 

session by a vote of 47-9, with 13 abstentions. 

When the draft Declaration came up for final 

approval before the thirtieth pl. enary session of General 

Conference, the us made a last attempt to stall it. The 

us delegate strongly defended the freedom of info.tmation 

and made anot_her fervent plea not to adopt the Declara-

tion, repeating the •coordination• and 'legal' arguments. 

He further said: 

Diverse ethical codes and standards related 
to the use of comnunication media in diff
erent countries are a complex product of 
cultural, social and legal institutions and 
as such are deeply rooted in the political 
process itself.... The resolution adopted 
by the comnunication commission· moves 
UNESCO into an area which breaches the prin
ciple of national sovereignty. ••I puts UNESCO 
squarely into the regulatory field, with 
respect to the free flow of information and 
ideas freedom of expression •••• These a.r e 
principles with respect to which we shall 
not compromise. (14} 

-----------------~ 
14 Records of the General. Conferen~...EEg,~S...irul.! 

<Paris, 1972), ~.1010-29. 
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such rhetoric, howerer, could hardly change the minds 

of those who were determined to have their way. The 

Declaration was adopted by 68-16 with 6 abstentions. 

it represented a major triumph for its supporters, 
\ 

especially the Soviet Union and a major set ... back for.. the 

us. The UNGA upheld this Declaration in its 1972 

session by a vote of 102 to l - the us casting the 

single dissenting vote. 

6. Declaration on~ss Me~ 

The next momentous erent in the erolution of the 

New Worid Information and Communication Order took 

place at the 1978 General Conference. This was'the adop. 

tion of the Declaration on Mass Media by acclamation. 

The diplomatic origins of this declaration go back to 

1972. Here the General Conference, on the basis of 

a draft resolution originally prop:>sed by Byelorussia. 

requested the Director-General to prepare and sutmit 

to the next session a draft Declaration concerning the 

Fundamental Principles Governing the Use of the Mass 

Media with a view to strengthening Peace and Internat

ional Understanding and Combating War Propaganda, 

Racialism and Apartheid, a pet topic of the soviet 

Union. 
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In conformity with the above resolution, Rene 

Maheu, the then Director-General# formulated a draft 

Declaration. Marly countries, however, expressed 

reservations and consequently submitted various amen~ 

ments at the 1974 session. The General conference 

referred both the draft Declaration and the amendments 

suggested to an Inter-Governmental body of experts 

for study in depth and·reconciling conflicting views. 

A notable event occurred at the 1974 session 

that was going to significantly affect the policies of 

UNESCO. This was the election of Mr.Amadow-Mahtar 

M'Bow as Director General• He was the second man to 

be- elected to this high post from the Third ~vorld after 

Torres Bodet of Mexico. A former Education Minister of 

Smegal, he had vast diplomatic experience both as a 

politician at home and as a senior menber of UNESCO 

secretariat. He viewed with great empathy the problems 

of the Third world. Inevitably he came to design 

policies in such a manner as to be inore responsive to 

the needs of the dENelop.ing wrld. 

The Inter-Goverilllental meetings of experts in 

Paris got embroiled in a controversy. The Western 

countries withclrew from it, protesting against two pass

ages in the draft Declaration. The first was a paragr~h 
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in the preamble which spoke of • elimination of all forms 

of racialism and racial discr~ination• in which was 

made a reference to Zionism. The other western objection 

was to article XII which stated • states are responsible 

for the activities in the international sphere of all 

mass media under their jurisdiction • • This was inter

preted as a license to states to muzzle press freedom. 

The withdrawal was a diplomatic blunder for subsequently 

the meeting passed the two passages. 

At the 1976 session in Nairobi, an ideological 

confrontation occurred between the two blocs over the 

draft Declaration. The Westem countries tabled a reso

lution-expressin~ their strong objection to both the 

passages and particularly to the soviet sponsored 

Article XII, which they contended would suppress press 

freedom. The soviet delegate vehemently denied the 

charge and insisted that the draft in its present fo.tlll 

be approved as it had been approved by the inter-Govern

mental meeting of experts. In order to avoid an open 

show down and avert a straight vote, the General COnf

erence referred the matter to a Special Negotiating 

Committee, including the-us and ussR. This, Committee 

was, howerer, unable to resolve the deadlock. consequ

ently, it decided to defer the consideration of the 

draft for two years. 
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On this issue the Soviet Union was isolated for 

two reasons. Firstly, the us acknowledging that the 

third world had some legitimate claims regarding infor

mation imbalance, offered • carrots• in the fo.tm of 

various aid schemes and technical assistance to them to 

build their cormnunications infrastructure. John E. 

Reinhardt, Chief of the us delegation announced a •more 

effective progranme of action• which included '~Americ~ 

assistance, both public and private, to centers of pro

fessional education and training in broadcasting and 

journalism in the developing world' as well as • a major 

effort to. apPly the benefits of advanced communication 

technology, specifically communicationssatellites to 

economic and social needs in the rural areas of the deve

loping nations• •15 Not prepared to defend their 

militant stand at the high price of losing the lucrative 

offers, the developing countries appear to have acquiesed. 

Secondly, Mankekar says, 

It is to be noted that the African 
countries maintained a low profile thz:ough
out the Nairobi Conference so as to avoid 

15 Manjunath Pendukar, •NWICO : An Intemational 
Powexplay between the core and Periphery Countries", 
in Jaswant Yadava ,,ed •. , Pol~§...2£...!~.L!.....Third 
World Pe!:§~ctiv_! (New Delhi, 1984), p.44. 
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India., careful to respect the sentiments of its African 

friends., toed their cautious stance and extended 

support to the us in deferring the matter. 

This postponement, however, provided further 

time to sort out differences and·reach a consensus. In 

1977 M•Bow, in accordance with a conference directive., 

appointed a high-power~ representative COnmission., 

headed by the Nobel and Lenin Peace Prize winner, Sean 

Mac Bride, • to undertake a review of all the prob1ans 

of c:Onmunication in the contempora.ry society seen 

· against the background of technological progress and 

recent developments in international relations with 

due regard to their complexity and magnitude. •1 7 This 

was part of M' Bow's strategy to build up support for 

the Declaration and strengthen his hands at the next 

session. While the commission went al:>out its 'll!iork., 

16 

17 

D.R.Mankekar, One Wat Free Flow : Neo-Coloni.s
losm Via News MediaNew Delhi~ 1978) ,p.lOQ. 

MacBw£!9!....9.Qmmissioa Report : MaeY Voice~., 
·Q!!.!_WOrld (Paris, 1980)., p.n v. 
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M'Bow and his deputies engaged in intensive consult

ations with manber- states and other interested bodies 

to resolve differences, over the draft. Side by side, 

saninars and conferences were organized to keep the 

issue alive, identify differences and clarify matters. 

In september 1978, before the openi!¥1 of the 

general· conferences, the revised draft Declaration on 

Mass Media was published. The MacBride Commission also 

submitted an interim report favouring the progress 

towards a New World Info~ation and Co.mmunication Order. 

It recognised the fact of imbalances in the current 

information structure and suggested rectifications. 

Both the documents came under serere attack from the 

western press. some cynical commentators painted a 

gloomy scenario for the 20th session. some thought that 

this conflict may sound the death-knell of UNESCO. 

Howerer, these Western critics were pmved wmng. For 

diplomacy found its day. 

The 20th session opened in Paris amid much 

excitement and tension. The barrage of brickbats from 

the westem press and critical conrnents made by the 

Western countries during the general policy debate set 

an ominious tone for the session. M•aow, nerertheless 1 
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remained undeterred. Noting objections raised or 

reservations expressed" by different parties, he plunged 

into •very extensive consultations with the delegations 

of manber-states and with representatives of various 

regional grouping's and of international non-governmental 
. 18 

organizations• • His aim was to achiere the difficult 

task of consensus through the principle of mutual give-

and-take. 

The main bone of contention was the word • state' 

The two sides held diametrically opposite views. For 

the West the word. • state• instantly conjured up visions 

of tyranny, auto~acy and suppression of human rights. 

The western press dubbed most of Third WJrld gov ellll'ilents 

as •unrepresentative, enti-democrati~, illiberal and 

authoritarian•. In the current context, media in the 

hands of the state meant regulation, restriction and 

censorship to which they were bitterly opposed. In short 

the • state• was an anathema. Freedom was considered 

an end in itself. 

For the Third World (supported by the Socialist 

countries), the • state• had a central role to play in 

---~-__..._--
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the task of mode.mization and de.Telopment. They felt 

that in facing thi·s formidable challenge, often compo

unded by fissiparous tendencies, the 1 state• .may have 

to impose restrictions and regulations. In the quest 

for a viable political and economic system, the state 

would harness all available means including the media. 

Conc'eived in this manner, it meant that the media were 

1 development tools• or social assets•. The first duty 

of the media, therefore, was to help in the high prio

ri ty task of nation-building. This position is lucidly 

outlined by an A.fr ican journalist working in London in 

the following words: 

We must have planned de.Telopment, and the 
role of the media has to be planned too. 
It's role must be strictly defined for 
maximum contribution to dev elopnent. A 
nation in a hurry to develop is like a 
nation in a state of emergency; freedom 
to criticize must be restricted by govem
ment according to its priorities. And our 
priorities are collective rights and the 
well-being of the nation as a whole, not 
the individual human rights you cherish 
so much here.(l9) 

such conflicting perceptions could hardly be 

expected to provide a meeting point. But thanks to 

the flexible attitude of both sides, a consensus anerged. 

19 Quoted in Rosanary Righter, "Battle of the Bias .. , 
E2::.ei2n· Poli~ (Washington), No.34, Spring 1979, 
Pel25. 
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Describing the course of secret negotiations Mank.akar 
. 
says: 

The hectic, prolonged, behinO...the-scene 
parleys went through many ups and downs 
and anxious moments, as each hurdle 
demolished was replaced by another. On 
the thirteenth day of the negotiations, 
it came to be known that a miracle had 
occurred and an agreed draft had emerged. (20) 

The Third World negotiators had accepted tO del~te all 

references that could be construed as authorising the 

state to interfere with the media. All mention of the 

• state• was deleted from the Declarations except for 

one reference in Article x, paras 3 and 4 which s,POke 

of the • states facilitating the procurement by the 

mass media in the developing countries, of adequate 

conditions and resources Enabling them to gain strength 

and expand ••• • Article XI guaranteed • the existence of 

favourable conditions for operation of the mass media 

in conformity with the provisions of the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights•. The much-cherished phase 

fhuman rights• was liberally sprinkled all over the 

Declaration. In retum, the Western countries recognised 

20 D.R.Mankekar, Whose Freedom? Whose order? A Plea 
for a New International InfOima~n Order by the 
ThirSL!!~ (New Delhi, l98l) , p.ll5. · 
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the fact that there was imbalance in the global infor-

mation systan and that there was a need for change. 

They insisted on the use of the phrase: • The establish-

ment of a new, more just and more effective world 

information and communication order• , rather than • the 

new world information order•. The Third World countries 

obviously opposed it. But M•sow cajoled them into 

acquiescing in the interest of consensus. 

Rosemary Righter sums up the diplomatic trad&. 

off in the following words: 

The essential ba~ain in Paris was that 
western negotiators acknowledged the need 
for change and pledged their cooperation 
in exchange for non-alignsi group• s 
acquiescence in a new text that repudiated 
the concept of state control and emphasised 
human rights, the principle of, a free flow 
of information, and open access to diverse 
new sources.( 21) 

The Soviets, it seems, misjudged the situation 

in Paris. Until the last minute they were convinced 

that the sareral formal and infoLlllal drafts drifting 

around could not be resolved into a compromise by any 

of the negotiating teams in the basement rooms. Their 

21 Righter, n.20, p.135. 
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stratEgy, it seems, was to sit back and re-introduce 

M' Bow's original text for a vote when everybody was 

exhausted. But as the settlement· <if all outstanding 

differences -followed by the formulation of an agreeable 

draft became a reality, the soviets came up with 'last 

minute' demands realizing their miscalculation .·• This 

tactic worked as the other parties. anxious to preserve 

and conclude the agreement reached after guelling 

negotiations, felt forced to give in. The soviet Union 

got a reference made to the UN Convention on Civil and 

Political Rights in the final para of the Declaration. 

The other Soviet gains were the inclusion of the foll

owing provisions in the preambles 

(1) Freedom of information requires as an indis
pensable element the willingness and the 
capacity to employ its privileges without 
abuse. l:t requires as a basic discipline 
the moral obligation to seek the facts with
out prejudice and to spread knowledge without 
malicious intent. 

(ii) A reference to the UNGA resolution adopted 
in 1947 condennin;J • all forms of propaganda 
which are designed or likely to provoke or 
encourage any threat to peace, breach of 
peace or act of aggression. 

l:n the final analysis everybody had gained some

thing and lost something. The final draft undoubtedly 

symbolised • the triumph of reason and a patient willing

ness to conciliate•. Submitting the consensus document 
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to the Progran:me commission, the Director General said: 

Nobody can expect to find in it, word 
for word, the exact draft he would like 
to see on the other hand, nobody can say 
that it runs counter in any profound 
sense, to the principles to which he is 
deeply attached. ( 22} 

The Declaration was adopted by acclamation. 

The us and other western delegations regarded the 

Declaration as not only preserving the freedom and free 

flow of info.tmation but also marking a significant step 

in the promotion of the free flow of ideas by word and 

image. For the Third world the Declaration was a major 

step forward in the establishmEnt of a New world Infor

mation order though they regretted that the responsibi

lities and duties of the media were not more explicitly 

laid out in it. 

'l'he achie.vement of consensus was primarily due to 

the tireless efforts of M'Bow who went about the task 

of negotiations with great skill and finesse. This was 

universally acknowledged at a General conference. 1-bwever 

tribute must also be paid to the member states without 

22 Records of the General conference Proceedin2.§. 
(Paris, l978), p. IO?o. -----
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whose cooperation it would have been impossible to reach 

a settlement. A truly diplomatic spirit prevailed in 

the sense that E:Yerybody was willing to consider the 

matter on the :basis of mutual give-and-take. This spirit 

was well sumned by the Indian delegate who said: •The 
/ 

/i:mce of compromise is the willingness of all parties 

~ot to insist on their own individual points of view 

· which are unacceptable to others•.23 That the flexi

bility of professionals prevailed over the oogmatism 

of amateurs is evident in Gerald LOng• s castigation 

of • diplomats and public servants• in the following 

words: 11Diplomats make deals, they operatt; by such 

means as consensus and acclamation; they make trade

offs ... 24 Whaterer may be the criticism by those whose 

interests were affected, the consensus Declaration on 

Mass Media marks a milestone in the history of mul t~ 

lateral diplomacy. 

At the 1980 session in Belgrade, a fo.tmal call 

for the attainment of a New World Info.tmation and 

------------------
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communication was made~ thus fUlfilling a long-·staading 

desire of the Third w::>rld countries. The session also 

approved by cons en sus the final report of tb e MacBride 

Commission and established the International Programme 

for the Development of communication (IPDC) to assist 

dev elopirig countries in the task of building coilllluni-

cation infrastructure. The IPDC was to be administered 

by an Inter-Governmental COuncil w:hose 35 members were 

to be elected by the General conference and whose secre

tariat was to be headed by a Director appointed by the 

Director-General on the recommendation of the council. . . 
it was to be funded by voluntary state contributions and 

other diverse sources. Though it remained ,under the 

UNESCO t~.mbr·ella, the latter in actuality had no control 

over it. 

The us working closely with its western allies 

and some "moderates11 in the Non-Aligned_ group had fought 

hard to separate the IPDC from UNESCO as it did not want 

the former to be • subjeCt to control by the third-world 

countries in a majority in UNESCO'. At an Inter-Govern-

mental meeting of 35 member-states of UNESCO in Washington 

in 1979, the US proposed a communications development 

consultative group independent of UNESCO, to promote 
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technical cooperation, funded by volunta.ty contributions 

from governments, intern~t1onai;.agencies and private 

sources. The Third world countries opposed this propo-

sal and supported a Tunisian counter-proposal for the 

setting up within UNESCO of an autonomous centre to be 

called the .International Institute for Information and 

CommunicatiOn Planning, with an international fund. 

There was no agreement over either of these pro-

posals. The Tunisian member of the MacBride Commission, 

Ambassador Mustapha Masmoudi, managed to get the above 

proposal adopted as a recommendation of the Commission 

iri the face of stiff resistance from the us, France and 

canada. But, ·while the recommendation remained only a 

recommendation at the 1980 General O:mference, the us 

succeeded in creating the IPDC and Inter-GOvernmental 

council. In the words of a us official: 

The establishment of the IPDC marks the 
successful realisation of a us initiative 
first announced at the 20th "General Conf
erence in 1978. It expresses in concrete 
form an active sympathy for the communica
tion and information disal:>ilities of the 
der eloping world and a desire to turn 
UNEsco• s attention away from divisive 
rhetoric towards unifying works of practical 
construction. ( 25) 

-----------------
25. G.S.Bhargava, "Western View : Prejudices Die Hard"~ 

world Foe~, vo1.3, No.1, January 1982, p.l4. 
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At the 1981 Inter-Governmental Council meeting, 

the us argued for the principle of consensus and succ

essfully had it accepted as a procedure for IPDC oper

ation. It was intended primarily to weaken the Third 

world majority in· the Council and thus avoid any conf

rontation. Part of the US policy towards IPDC was to 

ensure access to us corporations of Third world commu

nications markets; to msure access to IPDC funds for 

capi.talists in the Third v.Jorld to build privately held 

media as opposed to government monopolies, and to fund 

bilateral • aid• projects which can be directly under 

the control of the us government in contrast to the 

IPDC projects which are mul tj,..lateral. The Non-aligned 

coUntries strongly opposed this policy and proposed 

that only special account projects be considered for 

IPDC sponsorship. The indifferent attitude of the West 

towards the Special Accounts projects has predictably 

caused financial problems. The funds are meagre when 

compared to the demands of the der eloping countries. 

Many Third world representatives of the IPDC .Inter

governmental Council expressed disappointment over the 

Wests lack of comni tment to the IPDc. 

Meanwhile the almost hysterical denunciation of 

the MacBride Commission Report by the Westem press 
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continued. The InteJj-American Press Association and 

the International Press council were in the forefront 

of the strident attack. Sean MacBride rebutted the 

press attacks as • unfair and ill- iOfo.cned• because the 

COmmission. had not only opposed the framing of a code 

setting out the rights and responsibilities of jouma-

1ists but also strongly defended the abolition of all 

censorship. It is evident that this veritable infor

mation war on· UNESCO was part of a strategy to put 

pressure on 'western governments to withdraw from UNESCO. 

For the Western press feared that the continued parti

cipation of their governments would mean bartering away 

their interests. The commercial interests in the 

pres&Vation of the status quo is well brought out by 

the Soviet scholar, Yermoshkin Gracher who says that,-

information is both politics and economics 
• • • the fabulous profits reaped by the 
manufacturers of computers and other elec
tronic devices, by television and motion 
pictures companies, by airlines, banks and 
other financial agencies dealing in infor
mation and by the gaint advertising industry 
• •• the information industry is now the 
second largest export enterprise in the US 
and made approximately 75 billion dollars 
in foreign sales last year. (26) 

------·------------26 GracheT, Chapter I, n.17, pp.lS0-2. 
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The sustained Western press tirade produced 

results when Reagan came·to power in 1981. The answer 

to the flexible attitude adopted by the us delegations 

at the 1978 and 1980 sessions lies in the liberal 

policy of carter towards the UN systen. Reagan, howerer, 

was a different kettle of fish. His tough posture is 

evident in a 1 etter· to the Speaker of the House of 

Representatives which said, 

we do not feel we have to continue to 
support a UNESCO that turns its back 
on the . high purpose this organisation 
was originally intended to se.tVe. ( 27) 

The letter also endorsed the Declaration of Talloires 

made by a group of passionate western journalists in 

May l98l who upheld absolute freeoom of press. The Tall

cries Conference had produced a toughly worded decla

ration pledging cooperation in all genuine efforts to 

expand the free flow of info.tmation and called on the 

UNESCO, to abandon attenpts to regulate news content 

and formulate rules for the press. The strident and 

criticism of the Western press, perhaps, 

forced the us to take stern measures, earlier than 
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expected. In 1983, it announced ~ts.- withdrawal,- cba,,rg1ng 

the UNESCO with 'politicisation•, 'mismanagement• and 

•ineffectiveness• • 28 In the letter of withdrawal, 

addressed to the Director-General· in December 1983, the · 

US Secretary of State George Schultz saiC'_, ) 

that for a number of years the organisa
tion had been moving away from the 
original principles of its constitution,. 
that it had sexv ed the political purposes 
of the Member States rather than its own 
international vocation and that it had 
not fully dengnstrated the effectiveness 
which had been hoped for.(29) 

------------------
28 The 1970 resolution of the General COnference 

directing the EXecutive Board to break off 
relations with NGOs whose local affiliates were 
found to practise racial- discrimination in 
south Africa, Rhodesia or Portuguese terri to
ries; the banning of Portugal to Conferences 
under UNESCO auspices; the expulsion of Israel 
(subsequently re-admitted) and the invitation 
to PLO in 1974 to participate in certain 
UNESCO activities were all described by the 
American Academy of 'Arts and Science as • the 
political misuse of UNEsco• by the Third world. 
The west was also sore over • the urging in 1973 
by the EXecutive Board at the instance of the 
Peoples• Republic of China that Non-governmental 
organizations associated with UNESCO, Selet' · 
relations with their affiliates in Taiwan. • 
Briefly UNESCO's history has been marked by 
protracted, heated debates and discussions over 
this controversial issue. Needless to say, the 
long, often bitter hours spent over debating and 
discusSing 'politicisation• have impeded the 
consideration of important programnes in the 
fields of science, education, culture and commu
nication. 

29 Re,eort of the Director-Genera]., 1984-85 (UNESCO, 
Paris) , p.XXXII • . 
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The withdrawal of us followed by Britain has 

had its impact on the communications issue. At its 

last geneeal session, UNESCO had to drastically prune 

down its budget by a):)out $ 43 million. The IPDC is 

virtually grounded due to the lack of financial resou

rces. · Further the decision of M' Bow to step down at 

the end -of the year will mean a definite loss to the 

Third W'brld. 

In short the action of us and UK has put the 

developing countries on the defensive. The current 

cool and cautious stance of the Third world is, however, 

only a tactic to lure back the us and UK. These two 

countries will try to squ·eeze out as many concessions 

as possible before they decide to join again. But 

they camot reverse the trend towards a New World 

Infonnation Order. For the mad to the New Order is 

firmly paved. In the years to come, the communication 

issue promises to be a lively battle of diplomatic 

wits. 



EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION 

There are two ways of fiN al.uating the work of 

international organizations - . idealistic and realistic. 

The idealistic approach means measuring the performance 

of international organizations vis-a-vis their consti

tutional provisions whereas the realistic approach means 

assessing them in the light of how they actually work. 

The advocates of the former approach are bound to be 

disillusioned. For instance, one of the fundamental. 

duties of the UN ··is to prevent the scourge of war and 

maintain in.ternational peace and security. But in the 

post World War II period, though no global war has 

brokEt'l out, about 150 regional wars have been fought 

with each threatening any moment to escalate into a 

major crisis. Nations have impunitively violated the 

principles of the Charter and thED contemptuously dis

missed UN resolutions calling for a ceasefire and a 

peaceful resolution of the dispute. The Middle East 

imbxoglio and the raging .Iran-Iraq war are two standing 

examples. of the UN' s inability to prevent war and 

bring about a peaceful settlement. 

The UN is committed to the implEmentation of 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights. But even here 

there are glaring failures. In the sphere of political 

114 
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rights south Africa presents a notorious example of a 

brutal regime that has deprived the majority black 

population of the basic right to self-determination. It· 

continues to repress the blacks and practise the odious 

ooctrine of apartheid defying all the UN resolutions and 

international public opinion. In so far as social and 

economic 'rights are conceJ;Ued a major part of the world 

still rEmains plagued by death, disease, want and hunger. 

The global economic system oontinues to be marked by 

gross disparities and inequity. 

However, the idealistic approach is not the correct 

way of evaluating international organizations. It means 

turning a blind eye to reality. For in actuality they 

hardly work in accordance with cOnstitutional principles. 

The burden of the first Chapter was to soow that the UN 

System primarily operates as an instrument of national 

diplomacy. It operates in that manner because it is 

predominantly intez;..govermnental .in character. COnsequ

ently it is just another forum for the pursual of national 
• 

interests. One may evED go further alld say that the UN 

System is finally composed of human beings. With the 

nature of man being •selfish and self-centred•, to use 

Hobbesian teJ:ms, the institutions he walks can hardly 
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be expected to be marked by traits other than pamchi.al. 

The UN is not an alien entity, separate from 

world politics. .It is very IRUch involved in it. It 
' 

cannot act without. the consent of mEmber states, especJ-

ally the big powers in matters of intemational peace and 

security. But member states guided as they are by their 

national adVantages have either withheld consent or 

extended support to non-substantive resolutions ~at 

hardly mean anything. ~iguous resolutions have also been 

passed. If the UN has failed to resolve the South African 

problem it is because the us sometimes joined.by Britain 

and France has been casting the veto 1n the security 

·Council. The us has refused to cooperate because econo

mically it has much at stake in SOuth Africa. To extend 

support to the UN would mean upholQi.ng the principles of 

the UN Charter at the cost of national advantages - a 

sacrifice the us has not been prepared to make. ~biguous 

resolutions have an advantage for the implemmtor in the 

sense that they may provide room for flexible interpre

tation. .But even this has been fraught with pit-falls. 

When the secretary Gener a1 who is the executor of UN 

resolutions has tried to interpret ambiguous resolutions 

in a liberal fashion, he has invariably run into rough 
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weather. Dag Hammarskjold who had a dynamic conception 

of UN often interpreted vague resolutions in a broad · 

manner in order to uphold tbe principles of the Charter. 

But during his last years, he became the target of 

·serere Soviet attacks. 1'he soviet uproar cut down to 

size both the role of the seciretary-Gmeral and the 

General AsSEmbly reducing the UN once again to a position 

of virtual ineff ectivEDess. 

Given the al:>ov e political env i.tOnment, it is unrea

listic to examine the UN f.tOm an idealistic point of 

view. in fact the m~ginal success of· the UN in realising 

the principles of the Charter, appears magnified when 

perceived in the light of constrain~s. 'l'he UN may not 

have been able to prevent the break-out of war. But at 

least it has prerented the war fxom escalating into a 

major conflict. In other words it has ,precluded a bad 

situation f.tOm getting worse. 1'hough it has not succeeded 

in bringing abOut a permanent solution, it has often 

managed to keep the warring factions apart and helped in 

the • peacefUl perpetuation of the '!J.spute•. 'l'his it has 

done through- the despatch of UN peace-keeping forces and 

innovations like 'preventive diplomacy• and •quiet 
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diplomacy• • 'l'he suez C:anal, Laos and COngo crises may 

be cited in this regard. 

In·the field of political rights with the exception 

of South Africa the UN has been largely responsible for 

decc:ilonisation in the rest of the world. Social and 

economic problems in view of their magnitude are no less 

difficult to resolve than problems of war and peace. 

Moreover the rapidly multiplying population and lack of 

funds have seJ:Ved to compound socio-economic problans. 

But despite these constraints the UN through the creation 

of agencies like UNDP. UNC'l'AD and UNIDO, has in its 0\Cl 

small way been contribut"ing to improving the social and 

economic life of humankind. 

'l'he UNESCO being structured on the lines of tbe 

UN works no 'differently from the latter though it deals 

with social and economic activiti$s. 'l'he founding 

~3.~9rs I!DViaageQ o~J..y a 1 clear1rlg bouse• J;gl,e f9r UNESCO 

with very little emphasis on the implementat1on part at 

the time of its creation. In other words~ UNESCO was 

to serve primarily as a forum for the exchange of ideas 

in the fields of education, science and culture with the 
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uJ. timate aim of realising international understanding and 

the intellectual and moral solidarity of mankind and 

consequently the goal of international peace and security. 

For the western democracies had a strong oonv iction that 

the second WOrld war was the result of a lack of undeJ:;:. 

standing of democratic values by the pe:>ples of Italy 

and Germany. The accent was obviously on the preservation 

and dissemination of denocratic principles. That UNESOO 

was assigned mainly a 'clearing-house• role is evident 

in its small regular budget during its initial years of 

functioning. Bodets efforts to increase the size of the 

budget and. giv·e UNESCO a developmental role failed as the 

big donors refused to cooperate. 

lbwever when UNESCO undarwent a dramatic composJ,.. 

tional change Clue to the winds of decol aJ.isation that 

drove in a large number of poor and uncommitted countries

it was no longer possible to keep UNESCO confined to a 

limited role. The new nations with their host of social 

and economic p.robl ens demanded technical and financial 

assistance to resolve problems like illiteracy or lack 

of developmental infrastructure. E.Ven culture acquired 

a developmental tone in the smse that aid was demanded 

for the restoration of ancient monuments on the yround 
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that it woUld contribute to the growth of tourism. With 

their nlllllerical strEngth the developing countries virtu

ally •hijackE!du UNESCO in a direction that was mundane 

and astray from its original abstract route. The extra

budgetary funds from UN developnental agencies, like 

EPTA and UN Special Fund helped in this direction. The 

total UNESCO -budge~ regular annual plus extral>udgetary 

funds ·ctechnical Assistance and Special FUnd) - increa

sed from a modest amount of $ 8 million in 1949 to ak>out 

$ 100 million in 1965. The rich countries naturally 

resisted this material tendency as it meant contributing 

more funds from their pockets. But the us clue to the 

COld War and compUlsions ~f competition with the Soviet 

Union was forced to subnit to the new deman~ though it 

made vigorous efforts_ to prune down the expenditure. 

Moreover, as long as UNESCO conferred sanction on dano

cratU.c ~deas like 'free flow' of infomation, the us 

was not wholly avei::se to extmding support to UNESCO 

policies and programmes. However, Ylhen such ideas caJDe 

under strong attack fmm the developing countries, the 

us attitude gradually turned negative until it finally 

quit in 1984. 

'l'he concept of 'free... flow• of information finds 

a place in the UNESCO coastitution. But with the break.-
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out of the comlWilications revolution in the 60s the 

existing imbalances and inequities marking the global 

information system aggravated extremely. The new count

ries repudiated the 'free flow• concept as it adversely 
Cl 

affected their national interests• They dananded the 

democratisation of the information order with the right 

to communicate to all countries. They not only inter

preted • free flow• as meaning a two-way flow of infor

mation that also demanded that the • free- flow• be regu

lated in order to protect their sovereign rights. Freedom 

with responsibility became the new slogan. The us in 

its withdrawal note pointed out that UNESCO support to 

such demand was contrary to the original ·purposes of the 

Charten-. However, 'free flow• despite its constitutional 

validity was unacceptable to the dweloping countries 

under the changed circumstances. This controversy is 

also reflective of the conflict between political and 

social and economic rights with the wester-n democracies 

stressing on pr e:ed~ e to the former and the Third 

world seeking priority for the latter. 

The evolution of UNEsCO along developnental lines 

and the sharp controversy-over the •free-flow' of infor

mation are indicative of new trends not wholly in accor

dance with ~ts original pur}:X)ses. This is once again 

attributable to the primarily inter-govemunental character 
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of UNESCO. Efforts to increase the participation and 

influea::e of NGOs have so far not borne much fruit. The 

constitutional amendment brought about by the us in 1954 

significantly reduced the non-governmental role. Herein 

lies the difficul. ty of the functional approach. The 

main aim of functionalism is to trans£ er the loyal ties 

of peoples from the government to the intemational 

bodies devoted to the welfare of mankind. But with 

govemmeots still prominently participating in these 

bodies and acting as intermediaries between their people 

and the body 1 t is hard to expect a transcension of 

national frontiers in tbe near future. 

It is apparent that the participation of ment>er 

states in the UNESCO is gove.med by their selfish inter

ests. America • s attitudinal change fran eothusiastic 

cooperation to hostility and so.riet tbion• s from hostility 

to tactical cooperation has nothing to do with the funct

ionalism. For the developing countries functionalism is 

advantageous from a national point of view. The functional 

approach is based on the premise that the resolving of 

social and economic problems in the long-run will have a 

positive bearing on intemational peace and security. 

Since most of the socio-economic problems in terms of 
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intensity and magnitude are concentrated in the develop.. 

ing world, they are in a strong position to demand atten

tion and assistance to resolve than. H:>wever, it is a 

moot question whether they are really com:nitted to real~ 

sing the long-term goals of functionalism; it could well 

be that they are using it to legitimise their material 

aspirations. In short, it is not far from the truth to 

say that member-states are more concerned with achi~ing 

their in1'Reciiate objectives rather than the long-term goals 

of intecnational organisations. 

1'he UNESCO, thus, is not a non-political organiza

tion with a special _air of purity, ilrmWle from the harsh

ness of politics and working in an untra.DIIlelled manner 

towards achieving its lofty ideals. .In reality, it i~ 

primarily a forum for the pursual of national objectives. 

As a resUlt it is .a forum for hard bargainiDJ. This is 

evidfllt in the Mass Media I;>eclaration of 1978 which was 

the result of six years of- tough negotiations with member 

states individually and collectively fighting hard to 

preserve and promote their interests. 1'he diplomatic 

struggle in UNESCO constitutes but a sna.ll part of the 

overall scramble for power and superiority in internatio

nal politics. In this clash of interest constitutional 
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principles have been used expediently by member states w 

1 egalise their objectives. 

In short, the constitutional ideals of internat

ional organizations have remained as ideals with no 

inmediate possibility of fulfillment. They have been 

over- shadowed by the partisan interests of _manber states 

or personal interests of human beings who have been the 

creawrs and participants of international organisations 

·and whose abiding past time has been to safe9uard and 

promote their selfish interests. Only a moral change of 

unpt:ecedEilted dimmsions can enable man and his institu

tions to transcend narxow frontiers. With such a moral 

change no where in sight 'the parochial factor of national 

interest or personal interest will continue to reign 

supreme. It would therefore be appropriate to end with 

the axiomatic words of George Washingwm 

A small knowledge of human nature will 
convince us that with far the greatest 
part of mankind interest is the goveming 
principle; and that almost fiNery man is 
more or less, under its influence ••• 
(f) ew men are capable of making a continu
ou~ sacrifice of private interests or 
advantage to the common good. It is vain 
to exclaim against the (lepravity of human 
nature on this account1 tbe fact is so, 
the experience of fiNery age and nation 
has proved it and we must in a great 
measure change the consti'tution of man 
before we can make it otherwise. 
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